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Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to establish certain results in the theory of
cusp forms for the classical groups of the type Sp,, or O( Q ) (symplectic
and orthogonal). The theory for Gtn has been initiated and is continuing
to be developed, thanks mainly to the efforts of Hecke, Godement,
Jacquet, Langlands, Piatetski-Shapiro, and Shalika. There are essentially
two main problems in the Gt:l case. First, it is necessary to develop a
Hecke theory for automorphic cuspidal representations of Gtn. That is,
using the L-function theory of admissible Gtn(A) representations given
in [J-Ps-Sh] and [G-J], one wants to characterize the automorphic cuspidal
representation in terms of the holomorphicity of the associated L-function and the family of functional equations that the "twists" of the
L-functions must satisfy. The second question is to follow the general
Langlands philosophy and determine whether such L-functions can be
interpreted as Artin-type L-functions, i.e., L-functions associated to finite
dimensional representations of certain Weil-Deligne groups. On the other
hand, to answer similar questions for Sp,, or O(Q) seems to be at a very
rudimentary stage. Indeed, very recent progress has been given in [Ps-1]
to develop a systematic theory of L-functions for Sp2. What is evident
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from the various empirical observations in [H-Ps-1] and [Ps-2] is several
phenomena that do not occur in the Gê, case. Namely (1) L-functions of
cuspidal representations may have poles and (2) "Ramanujan" type
conjectures fail; that is, eigenvalues of Hecke operators operating on cusp
forms fail to be "unitary" or tempered in certain directions. These
specific phenomena are, in fact, very intimately connected; they come
from using lifting theory associated to Weil representations of dual
reductive pairs.
Thus our purpose here is to use lifting theory to give a decomposition
of the space of cusp forms on these groups into orthogonal "pieces" R,,
where all the irreducible components occurring in R, (for certain i)
exhibit the specific phenomena indicated above. The key point here is to
show that such a lifting theory can actually be formulated in precise
terms (see [H]). That is, for each subspace R,, we require that there is a
well defined mapping from automorphic representations occurring in R,
to cuspidal automorphic representations on some other group G,. Moreover we want that such a mapping be injective and preserve the multiplicities of the representations.
One additional point that inevitably comes with such an investigation
is how to use the Selberg Trace Formula to get an effective "comparison
of traces" statement between Hecke operators on the various groups
involved in the lifting. Specifically we present below preliminary evidence
that such a comparison of trace is possible; the main departure from the
classical cases is that we require comparison of traces for not just one
fixed dual pair but for a whole family of dual pairs!
Indeed we start with a fixed orthogonal group O( Q ) (where Q is
defined on an m dimensional space) and consider the space of cusp forms
on O(Q)(K)BO(Q)(A). Then we define for each f in
the "lift" of f as the span of functions

L2cusp(O(Q)(A))
L2cusp

is a 03B8-series on the group Spn(A) X O(Q)(A) constructed from
the associated Weil representation of the dual reductive pair (Spn, O(Q))
(where ~ varies over all Schwartz-Bruhat functions). Then for each
the space of the "lift"
we let An(03C0)
irreducible component (77-) in
is that
we
show
the
first
in
Then
point
of f as f varies (03C0).
the
liftj Ar(03C0) of 03C0 is identically
(1) The space An(03C0) ~
r
n - 1.
zero for all 1
This rather elementary criterion then allows us to determine a natural
into an orthogonal direct
decomposition (Theorem 1.2.1) of the space
sum of O(Q)(A) invariant subspaces

where Orp

L2cusp,

=

L2cusp(Spn(A)) ~

L2cusp

where

a

representation qr occurring in Rhas

the

important property

that
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the representation will die under "lifting" to Spr(A) when r t, and r = t
is the first positive number where 03C0 lifts to a nonzero cuspidal representation in
It may happen that qr will lift to a nonzero cuspidal
for t &#x3E; r. This then leads naturally to the
representation in
global Howe duality conjecture (see [H]) which states that
(*) given a cuspidal representation qr occurring in R,, then there is a
such
unique cuspidal representation 03B2l(03C0) occurring in
(A)) is a nonzero multiple of fil (03C0). Moreover
that Al(03C0) ~
the induced mapping

L2cusp(Spt(A)).
L2cusp(Spt(A))

L2cusp(Spl(A))

L2cusp(Spl

is

an injective mapping from the set of representations of O(Q)(A)
occurring in R, into the set of cuspidal representations of Spi(A).
The import of the conjecture is that the lifting defined between R, and
L2cusp(Spl(A)) gives, in fact, a well-defined mapping between representations which is injective!
We then show that the global duality conjecture is implied by the local
duality conjecture (Theorem 1.2.2) for all primes v in K. In particular, the
local duality conjecture is a statement about local Weil representations of
O(Ql’) X Spn(K,,); namely if HomO(Qt) Spn(K)(S[Mmn(Ku)], 03C9~03C31) ~ 0,
then 03C31 ~ 03C32 (Spn(Kv) equivalent), and if HomO(Ql) Spn(Kl)
(S[Mmn(Kv)], 03C91~03C3) ~ 0, then 03C91 ~ 03C92 (O(Qv) equivalent). Here w, 03C91,
w2, and a, ul, and a2 are all unitarizable representations. The main
subject in this paper is then to indicate how the local duality conjecture
can be proved in various cases; namely, if
(i) Qv is anisotropic (already done in [As], [K-V], and [H]),
(ii) Qv is an arbitrary form with v finite and dim Qv &#x3E; 4n + 2,
(iii) Q, is a nonquaternionic form with v finite and dim Q,, 4n + 2,
(iv) Qv is a split form with v finite and dim Qv 4n,
(v) Qv is an unramified form with dim Qv n + 2.
We note here the "almost" everywhere statement in [H]. We think that
the methods given below will probably extend (with some effort) to all
forms Qv for each local prime v.
Then returning to the global Howe duality conjecture, it is possible to
refine the conjecture by specifying the behavior of multiplicities under
the map 03B2l given above. That is, we conjecture that for each 77 occurring
in R,, we have " multiplicity of qr in R, multiplicity of 03B2l(03C0) in
L2cusp(Spl(A))". Indeed we can show that this multiplicity preserving
conjecture is implied by a local multiplicity-one conjecture (Corollary to
Theorem 1.2.2) for all primes v in K. Again this is a statement about the
local Weil representations of O(Q,,) X Spn(Kv); namely for unitary repre=

=

=

sentations m and a,

we have
dimC(HomO(Qv) Spn(Kc)(S[Mmn(Kv)], 03C9 ~
1. But then we show that this is true in the cases where we can
prove the local duality conjecture.

03C3))
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and the
end
in
certain
cases
of 1.2).
valid
(see
multiplicity preserving
We note that in [R-1]we have given the explicit relation between the
action of the Hecke algebras of O(Q,,) and Spn(Kv) in the local Weil
representation 77Q, on S[Mmn(Kv)]. In particular, using the decomposition of
above, we can reasonably expect that there exists a comparison of trace formula of the following form. If 1:, is a given Hecke operator
on
(i.e., fv belongs to the local Hecke algebra of O(Q,,) at the prime
has to be compared with the sum
v ), then Tr(fu) on

Thus

we can

actually

show the

global Howe duality conjecture

statement are

L2cusp

L2cusp

L2cusp(O(Q)(A))

is the Hecke operator on Spl(Kv) paired to 1:, (in the correspon[R-1]). The main difficulty here is to have an effective way to
compute Tr(flv|Im 03B2l) using the Selberg trace formula.
We organize the paper in the following fashion.
In §0 we present preliminary definitions and notation. In Chapter 1
there are two sections. We are concerned with the global theory of cusp
forms on O(Q) or Sp. First in §1 of Chapter I, we determine (Theorem
I.1) the constant term of the "lift" of a cusp form f(f ~
along any maximal parabolic in Spr(A). We also determine in an analogous fashion the constant term of the "lift" of a cusp form f (for
f~
along any maximal parabolic in O(Q). Then in §2 of
Chapter I, we deduce the simple criterion (Corollary to Theorem 1.1)
stated above for the "lift" to be a cusp form. Again we do the analogous
statement for Sp,. Then we define the spaces R, and show in Theorem
1.2.1 a "finiteness" statement about the R, and deduce the orthogonal
decomposition of
~ l=m Rl. Again we deduce an analoThen
we state the global Howe duality
gous statement for
in
1.2.2
that
this conjecture is implied by
conjecture and show Theorem
the local duality conjecture for all primes v in K. In the proof we
introduce a certain O(Q)(A) X Sp1(A) invariant, bilinear nonzero form
on the space S[Mml(A)] ~ 03C0 ~ a (where 03C0, a are cuspidal representations
of O(Q) and Sp), which is factorizable into a product of local O(Qv) X
Spl(Kv) invariant sesquilinear forms; this allows us to reduce the global
duality conjecture to the local duality conjecture stated above (for all
primes). On the other hand, we again use this global distribution and its
factorizable property to show that (Corollary to Theorem 1.2.2) local
multiplicity-one implies the global multiplicity preserving statement.
Then we indicate at the end of 1.2 for which cases we can prove the

where flv

dence in

L2cusp(O(Q)(A)))

L2cusp(Spr(A)))

L2cusp(O(Q)(A))
L2cusp(Spn(A)).

global duality conjecture.
In §3 of Chapter I, we
L2cusp(Sp2(A)). In particular,

=

consider the special example of the space
there is an orthogonal decomposition of this
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space into three subspaces Il(Hl-1) with i = 3, 4, 5, such that Il(Hl-1)
with H,-,1 the unique split form in 2i-2
lifts to
variables. Then we give a simple criterion for functions to belong to the
various Il(Hl-1) in terms of the vanishing of certain " periods." We show
that the space I5(H4) contains all those automorphic cuspidal representations without standard Whittaker models. Thus the Saito-Kurokawa
space of [Ps-2] lies in I5(H4); we show that this latter space does not fill
up I5(H4) by giving examples of automorphic cuspidal representations of
Sp2(A) which are nonzero lifts from quaternion algebras (see [H-Ps-2]).
The point here is that such examples satisfy the generalized Ramanujan
conjecture whereas those representations lying in the Saito-Kurokawa
space do not.
Chapter II is concerned with proving the local duality conjecture for
the cases mentioned above.
Indeed here we follow a method of proof similar to that proposed in
[H]. In particular, in 11.1 we prove the "invariant distribution" Theorem
(Theorem 11.1). That is, for any local Weil representation 03C0Qv of O(Qv) X
Spn(Kv) on the space S[Mmn(Kv)], we show that the Jacquet module
S[Mmn(Kv)]O(Qv) in the sense of [B-Z] as an Spn(Kv) module is isomorphic to the Spn(Kv) module determined as the range of the mapping
~ ~ {03C0Qv(G)(~)[0]} (with ~ ~ S[Mmn(Kv)]). Thus we have a structure
Theorem about the space of O(Qv) invariant distributions on
S[Mmn(Kv)]. In particular, this generalizes a similar structure Theorem
for the case when n 1 in [R-S-1]. We also indicate that an analogous
statement is true for the symplectic case.
In 11.2 we consider the restriction of Sp2n(Kv) module PQ,.
S[Mm2n(Kv)]O(Qv) to the subgroup Spn(Kv) Spn(Kv) (embedded in

L2cusp(O(Hl-1)(A))

=

=

Sp2n(Kv) via (gl’ g2)

[g1 0]).
Vm/2,

bigger SP2n module
the quasi-character on

We first consider

03C1Qv embedded in

which is an SP2n induced module,
the maximal parabolic P2 n

a

coming from

0394(Qv) = the discriminant of Qu. Then (using the analogue of the
Frobenius Subgroup Theorem) it is easy to analyze Vm/2 when restricted
to Spn X Spn. Indeed we know that the coset space Sp2 n/Spn X Spn is an
example of an affine symmetric space, and hence the orbit space P2nB
Sp2n/Spn X Spn is finite; thus we can determine (Proposition 11.2.1) a
finite Spn X Spn composition series for Vm/2’ where the first component
of the composition series is the Spn X Spn module given by the left and
right action on the space C~c(Spn). The importance of this observation is
that "generically" Vm/2 as an Spn X Sp, module has a multiplicity-one
property (Remarks 11.2.2 and 11.2.3).
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we use the doubling principle of the Weil representation to
(Proposition 11.3.1) that there exists an injective mapping of the

In 11.3

show
space

irreducible representareduce questions about
of
03C0 ~ 03C3) to studying the
of HomSpn Spn(03C1Qv, 03C0 ~ 77). However we note that, since PQI’
does not in general equal Vm/2, we need finer information about the SP2,
module Vm/2. This we give in Proposition 11.3.2.
Finally in 11.4, we give the strategy of proof of the local Howe duality
conjecture and the local multiplicity-one conjecture for the cases discussed above. We introduce the notion of Spn X Sp, boundary components on the space 03C1Qv and prove the key technical step (Theorem 11.4.1)
that every Spn X Spn intertwining operator from 03C1Qv to qr 0 qr which
"lives" on a boundary component will, in fact, imply that qr or the
associated 03C0(03C3) (representation of O( Q )) is either nonunitary or trivial.
Then we must handle computationally the case where qr is trivial; here we
have to analyze a specific Jacquet module on S[Mmn(Kv)] relative to a
parabolic P, in Spn .

(a varies

over

tions) into
multiplicity
multiplicity

all

O(Qv) inequivalent, admissible,

HomSpn Spn(03C1Qv, 03C0 03C0 03C0). Thus

we

HomSpn(Kv) O(Qv)(S[Mmn(Kv)],

§0. Notation and preliminaries
Let k be a local field of characteristic 0. We fix a nontrivial additive
character T on k. Let,&#x3E;k be the usual Hilbert symbol on k. Let d x be
a Haar measure on k which is self dual relative to T. We let be an
absolute value of k.
If k is a, nonarchimedean field, we let (2 k = ring of integers of k,
the maximal ideal in (2k’ and q the cardinality of Ok/03C0k.
03C0k
(II) Let K be a number field (i.e. finite degree extension of Q, the
rational numbers). Let AK be the corresponding adelic group. Then
embed K as a discrete subring in AK. Let K v be the completion of K
relative to a prime v in K. Let r be a nontrivial character on AK which
equals 1 on K ; then there exist compatible characters rv on Kv (for all
primes v in K ) such that 03C4(X) = 03A003C503C403C5(X03C5). Let d X be the measure
(Tamagawa measure) on AK such that the group A KIK is self dual
relative to T and A K/K has mass 1. When the context is clear, we drop K
in A K and just use A for A K.
(III) Let Q be a nondegenerate quadratic form on K m. Let Qv be the
corresponding local versions on Km03C5. If Q03C5 is a totally split form which is
the direct sum of r hyperbolic planes, then we let Q03C5 Hr. Let O(Q) be
the orthogonal group of Q. Then we can form the corresponding adelic

(I)

=

=

=
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O(Q)(A) and the corresponding local orthogonal groups O(Ql’) of
Qv
K,,. Let O(Q)(K) = the K rational points in O(Q) and embed
O(Q)(K) into O(Q)(A) in the standard way. Choose a Tamagawa
measure on the quotient O(Q)(K)BO(Q)(A) as given in [Ar].
Similarly let A be a nondegenerate alternating form on K 211. Let Sp,,
be the corresponding symplectic group and Spn(A), Spn(Kv) the associated adelic and local objects. Let Spn(K) = the K rational points in Sp,,
and embed Spn ( K ) into Spn(A) again in the standard fashion and choose
a Tamagawa measure on the quotient Spn(K)BSpn(A) as given in [Ar].
(IV) We consider the category of smooth representations for the local
and global objects in question. That is, 03C0v is smooth locally for G,, (a local
group) if (1) at the Archimedean primes, 77,, is a differentiable module for
G,,, i.e., (03C0v)~ COO vectors in ’lT1’=’TT1’ and (2) at the finite non-Archimedean primes, 03C0v is a smooth module for G,, in the sense of [B-Z]. Then
we consider also the category of admissible modules as given in [B-Z] and
[B-J].
In the non-Archimedean case, we use the notion of Jacquet functor
given in [B-Z]. That is, if N, c G" is any closed subgroup, and if 03C0v is any
smooth G,, module, we have a functor from 17, to (03C0v)Nt 03C0v/03C0v(Nv),
where 03C0v(Nv) = (all linear combinations of the form x - 03C0v(n)x as x
group
at

=

=

varies in 03C0v and n varies in N,, 1. Moreover we consider the category of
admissible Gn modules as given in [F]. In this context, we note the well
known relation in [F] between unitary irreducible modules of GA and
admissible irreducible modules of GA. We also use the notion of automorphic irreducible representation of GA as given in [B-J].
(V) Let X,, be an espace in the sense of [B-Z].
Then S(Xv) is the space of locally constant and compact support
functions on Xv. If X~ is a Coo manifold, then S(X~) is the space of C’
functions on X~ which have an appropriate rapid decrease property
(relative to derivatives, etc.) Then if X is the restricted direct product
03A0v Xv, then S(X) is the restricted tensor product 03A0vS(Xv) in the sense of

[F].
If S is any set of places of K, we let C°°(Xs) be the space of smooth
complex-valued functions on Xs, and C~c(XS), those elements in C~(XS)
having compact support. Note that f in C~c(XS) is smooth if f is
f
continuous on Xs and as a function of 2 variables XS,~ iC Xs,fin É C with
f in COO in X~ (locally constant in Xfin, resp.) for fixed x~ (xfin resp.).
For instance, we know that if X = Mmn(K), m X n matrices over K, then
Scomp(XS1) ~ S(Xfin) is dense in C~c(X), where SI set of Archimedean
primes of K, Scomp(XS1) = the compactly supported elements in S(XS1),
and fin all finite primes in K.
(VI) If GA is a global group, then we denote the space of cusp forms
on GKBGA by
L 2 cusp (GA). We note (by our convention) that if GKBGA is
compact, then L2cusp(GA) = f all functions f ~ constants}. We know that
=

=
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L2cusp(GA)

is discretely decomposable
irreducible representation occurring in
We denote

and each unitary
asL2cusp(GA)
a Gn module,
has finite multiplicity.
a

dg is some Tamagawa measure on the quotient G(K)BG(A).
(VII) We consider the following Weil representation. Namely we fix a
nondegenerate form Q on k m (k, a local field) and a nondegenerate
alternating form A on k2n. (Here we have dropped the subscript v from Q
to avoid excessive notation; throughout the paper it will be clear from the
context when the symbol Q is meant to denote Qv.) Then we consider the
alternating form Q ~ A on Mm2n(k). To this form we associate a Weil
representation of the two-fold cover SPm.n of Spmn given in [We]. Then
inverse image
we restrict the representation to a subgroup pn X O( Q )
of Sp, X O(Q) in SPmn.
The representation 77Q of Spn X O(Q) is given by
where

=

where y( ) is given in [R-S-2]. Then, if m is even, we know that there
exists a splitting map Spn ~ pn(k), G (G, s2(G)) such that G
(G, s2(G)) ~ 03C0Q(G, s2(G)) gives a representation of Sp, (see [R-1] for

details).
In the

case Q

=

Q’ ~ (- Q’), where Q’ is any nondegenerate form, it is
representation 77Q. That is, we define the

linearize the Weil
possible
Fourier
transform
partial
to
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Here

we

where

and

note

that the action of

03A9[X1] =

[X1|X2]

G = [A B].
C

D

Here

We note that, via

a

is

given by

[XIX2]G" = [X’1|X’2] with

and

we

Spn(k)

have the

change

identity

of basis, that if

corresponding linearization FT is given by

Q = 1 1, /1 , then

the

(VIII) Using the local data in (VII), we can define a global Weil
representation 03C0Q of Spn(A) O(Q)(A) on the space S[Mmn(A)] (for
details, see [We]). For every 99 E S[Mmn(A)], we can construct a function
((G, g) E SPn (A) X O(Q)(A»:

Then 0, is an automorphic function on Spn(A) O(Q)(A). That is,
03B8~(03B31G, 03B32g) = 03B8~(G, g ) for all y, E Spn(K), y2 E O(Q)(K). Moreover 0.
is a slowly increasing function on Spn(K) X O(Q)(K)BSpn(A) X O(Q)(A)
in the sense of [B-J].
(IX) We construct here representatives for the maximal parabolic
subgroups of O(Q) and Sp,,.
(A) Sp, has parabolics given by Pn-1,i = 0,...,n - 1, where

342

with

and

and

Un1 is

the semidirect

product Un,1l Un,2l,

where

and

(B) O(Q) has parabolics given by

Pr, r

=

1,..., index Q, where

where E ~ 03A3* ~ 03A3r k m is a Q orthogonal
where 03A3, 03A3* are Q isotropic subspaces which
Q. Here we identify 03A3, 03A3*, and 03A3r to
=

when

we

consider k m

as a

splitting of km into spaces
are paired nonsingularly by

space of column vectors. Also
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O(Q|03A3r) = the orthogonal group of Q restricted to the subspace 03A3r,
G~(03A3) = the general
contragredience on E*,

linear group

~ O(Q) operating on E and by

and

where the action

(where

we

on an

view Q

as a

element

form

on 03A3r),

(X) Given an automorphic form f on Spn(A) or ~ on O(Q)(A),
know that the constant term relative to a maximal parabolic is given

we

by

and

on

Spn(A)

on

O(Q)(A), where du and du* are induced measures on U,"( K ) B U,"(A)
r(K)Br(A) having normalized mass 1 for these compact quotient

and

spaces.

(XI) The standard maximal compact subgroups
O(Q) are determined (up to conjugacy) as follows:

of

Sp,, G~m,

and
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(1) Spn(O03BB) ~ Spn(k),
(ii) G~m(O03BB) ~ G~m(k),
(iii) the subgroup of O(Q) stabilizing

a lattice in km with a "Witt
k
"’
of
such that
basis", i.e., basis {el}
(a) e1,...,er (er+1, ..., e2r, resp.) generate over k maximal Q-isotropic subspaces of km,
a

(b)
(c)

Q(el, er+J) = 03B4tJ, 1 i r,
e2r+1, ..., em generate

{e1, ..., er, er+1, ..., e2r}
integral
Given

k the Q-orthogonal of the span
and generate the unique maximal (9,

over

lattice of this space.

(XII)
arbitrary, connected, reductive group G, we let P’ be a
minimal parabolic subgroup of G, and P, a parabolic of G containing P’.
Let A’ c P’ be a maximal split torus of G, 4J a root system of G with
respect to A’, and II a set of simple roots of 4J. Then we say that the
parabolic pair (P, A) of G dominates (P’, A’) if there exists a subset II’
of II such that A
largest torus contained in the intersection of the
kernels of the elements of II’. For any 8 &#x3E; 0, we let A-(03B4) = t a E
A~03B1a(a)| 03B4 for all roots a, in II - II’}. Let P be the opposed parabolic
to P in G.
We let N and N be the unipotent radicals of P and P, respectively.
Let qr be an admissible, finitely generated representation of G. Let
be the contragredient representation of G. We apply the Jacquet functors
to qr and
relative to N and Ñ.
we
Then
know from [C] that (ir) Ñ is the contragredient representation
to 77, (relative to the connected reductive subgroup M of G which
satisfies P M - N and P = M · N, semidirect). Indeed we have the following precise version of this duality. Namely there exists a unique
M-invariant nondegenerate pairing ·,· &#x3E;N between 77, and () with the
following properties: given vi and v2 in qr and , respectively, and 03C5’1 and
U2 the corresponding images in 77, and (), there is a real number Ej &#x3E; 0
such that
an

=

=

for all

a ~

A - ( e1

).
1. Global

91.
We

assume

We fix cp

that
E

m

is

theory

Constant term

even

S(Mmn(A»

and
and

Q

an

we

of 0-functions

arbitrary nondegenerate form

consider the associated 0-series

on

k "’.
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Then

we know from [20] that as a function on Spn(K)
Spn(A) O(Q)(A), 03B8~ is a slowly increasing function, i.e.

O(Q)(K)B

for some positive integer m, ~ ~a norm on Spn(A) O(Q) given in [4].
The purpose of this section is to compute for any maximal parabolic
subgroup of Sp, or O( Q ), the constant term of 0,,, in the direction of that
parabolic subgroup. First we consider the following maps:

Then

we

construct

the associated 0 functions,

namely 0398l(03C0Q(G, g)W)

= 03A303BE~Mml(K)03C0Q(G, g)(~)[03BE|0] and

(see 90(VII) and §0(IX)).
We than state the main Theorem which determines the constant terms.
We note that the following theorem is a generalization of the results of
[R-2]. In qualitative terms, the content pf this Theorem is essentially that
the constant term of a lift along a given maximal parabolic is the lift
associated to a 0 series in a smaller number of variables. This, in fact, is
very close to the use of the 03A6 operator in the theory of Siegel modular
forms.
THEOREM 1.1.1:

PROOF: We first note that
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where

Wl = {X ~ Mmn(K)|X’QX =

(see§11.4).
Then

[* 0], *

consider the orbits of

we

arbitrary

i

i

matrix}

Zl(K) in Wl,

O(Q)(K)

Zl(K) = {(A 0)|A ~ G~l(K), B ~ G~n-l (K),

and *

where

arbitrary}

G~n(K). The set of équivalence classes of such orbits is
by the following set of representatives:
c

parametrized

e,, .... 03BEt form a nonzero, linearly independent set of mutually Q
isotropic vectors spanning the subspace E (see §0 (IX) (B)), and X runs
through a set of representatives of O(Q|03A3t) G~l orbits in Mm-21,(K)
(with m - 2 t dim 03A3t). We note that the number of such O(Q)(K) X
Z, ( K ) orbits in W is finite.
where

=

Then

we

have that

[X|03BE] in Zl(K) and Pt = the maximal
O(Q)(K) given by O(Ql03A3t)(K) G~m-2t(K) t(K)
parabolic
(which in O(Q)(K) is the stabilizer of the Z, ( K ) orbit of [X|03BE]). Thus we
where

Zl(K)[X|03BE]

=

stabilizer of

in

have that

Here

But then

groups:

we

note

that

Zl(K)[X|03BE] splits

as a

semidirect

product

of 2
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and

Thus

we

have that

we have by (formally) integrating
O(Q)(K)BO(Q)(A),

Hence
on

03B8(Pn-1)~ against

a

cusp

form f
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where

LtK

=

O(Q|03A3t)(K) X G~m-2t(K).

But

we

note

that the function

Thus the inner integral above is merely f(Pt)(g) the
of f in the direction of the parabolic t in O( Q ). But f is
cuspidal implies that the above sum vanishes if e is not the zero matrix !
Thus we have that
is

Nt(A) invariant !

=

constant term

for all G.

Although the proof of (2) is very similar to that of (1), we include the
proof to emphasize the importance of the linearizing property of the Weil
representation (see §0(VII)). In particular we have that

where

for (p

FTr

E

is the

partial

Fourier transform "relative

S[Mmn(A)] (see §0(VII))

(see §0(IX)).
But then, similar

to

03A3r" given by

and

(1) above,

that the

G~r(K) Spn(K)
orbits in {[R|S]|RSt symmetric with R, S ~ Mrn(K)} = {X ~ Mr2n(K)|X

0 In]

with i

=

Xt = 0}

to

are

we

note

given by représentatives

0,..., min( n, r ) (with I,

=

1 X i

of the form

identity matrix).

Vl = [Il|0]
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Thus

we

have

(formally)

that

where G~r(K)Vl Stabilizer of the
have used the fact that
we
=

Spr(K) orbit of V,

in

03B31r(T) = r(T03B31)03B31

we

d(Ty) =

=

But then the latter integral vanishes if and
X · Il
[Xl|0] = 0 if and only if X, = 0.
Then we note that
=

Here

d(T) on Mm-2r,r(K)BMm-2r,r(A).
have (using the definition of Nr in §0(IX))

Idet 03B3|Kd(T)
Then

Gtr(K).
and

only

if X ·

I,’

=

0. That is,
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as a

function of G is invariant

isomorphic

on

the left

by

the

subgroup

of

StabA(Vl)

to

But this latter group is the unipotent radical of a fixed parabolic
subgroup of SPn (K). Then we can apply the same reasoning as in (1) and

Q.E.D.

deduce (2).

Appendix to §1
We must prove the absolute convergence of the

This allows

us

to

switch orders of

following:

integration when we compute in

1.1 the

integral

But

we

O(Q)(A).

and (î,
cusp form on

where (p,
a

that
Then (

note

O(Q)(A) P(A) . K, where K is a compact subgroup of
A ) is majorized by a finite number of terms of the form
=

belong to S[M2t,n(A)]
O(Q)(A).

and

S[Mm-2t,n(A)],

resp.

and f, is
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Note 17,, and 77Qare the Weil representations of the pairs O(QI) X Sp,,
S[M2t,n(A)] (where Q1= the restriction of Q to 03A3 ~ 03A3*, i.e., see
§0(IX)(B)) and (O(Q|03A3t) O(Q2)) X SPn on S[Mm-2t,n(A)]. But then we
use the rapid
properties of f, to deduce the absolute convergence of the above series!
on

=

decreasing

§2.
Thus

as

a

Howe

duality conjecture

consequence of Theorem 1.1.1

we

deduce the

following

corollary.
COROLLARY

TO

THEOREM 1.1.1:

(a) Let f E L2cusp(O(Q)(A)). Then 03B8~(G,
form on SPn(K)BSPn(A) if and only if

9)|f(g)&#x3E;O(Q)(A)

is

a

cusp

g)|f*(G)&#x3E;Spn(A)

is

a

cusp

( e 1 ( ’TT Q ( G, g)(~))|f(g)&#x3E;O(Q)(A) ~ 0
for all G E Spn(A) and i 1,..., n.
(b) Let f * ~ L2cusp(Spn(A)). Then (0,(G,
form on O(Q)(K)BO(Q)(A) if and only if
=

l(03C0Q(G, g)(~))|f*(G)&#x3E;Spn(A) ~ 0
for

all g

~ O(Q)(A)

and i

=

1,..., index(Q).

REMARK 1.2.1: We note here that a simple exercise will verify that
0398l(03C0Q(G, g)(~))|f(g)&#x3E;O(Q)(A) ~ 0 for all G E Spn(A) and all ~ E
S[Mmn(A)] is equivalent to

03B8~(G, g)|f(g)&#x3E;O(Q)(A) ~ 0
for all G E

Spl(A) and all cr E S[Mml(A)]. A similar statement holds for
g)«p»
given above.
l(03C0Q(G,
2
Then we define the subspaces Lr(Q) = {f ~ L2cusp(O(Q)(A))
|03B8~(G, g)|f(g)&#x3E;O(Q)(A) ~ 0 for all G E Sp,(A) and all ~ ~ S[Mmr(A)]}
(recall here that 0, is the 0-function associated to the Weil representation
of SPr X O(Q ) on S[Mmr(A)]) and I(Q) = ( f* e
L2cusp(Spn(A))|03B8~(G, g)|f*(G)Spn(A) = 0 for all g ~ O(Q)(A) and all
cr E S[Mmn(k)]}, m = dim Q.
Then we define inductively R1(Q) = L1(Q)~ in L2cusp(O(Q)(A)),
R2(Q) = (LI (Q) n L2(Q»-L in L1(Q),..., Rl(Q) = (L1(Q) n ... Ll(Q))~
in L,(Q) n L2(Q) n ...Ll-1(Q). Similarly let I1(Q) = I(Q)~ in
L2cusp(Spn(A)), I2(Q) = (I(Q) n I(Q ~ H,» 1 in I(Q),... , Il+1(Q) =
(I(Q) n I(Q ~ Hl)... ~ I(Q ~ Hl))~ in I(Q) ~ I(Q ~ H1) ~ ... I(Q ~
Ht-1). Here we adopt the convention that if Q is the zero form, then
II(Q) = foi.
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Then
on

Spn

have the

we

or

following

Structure Theorem about the cusp forms

O(Q).

THEOREM 1.2.1:

(1)

L2cusp(O(Q)(A)) is an orthogonal direct

sum

of

R1(Q) ~ R2(Q) ~ ... ~ Rm(Q)
dim Q.
(2) Let Q be an anisotropic form
orthogonal direct sum of
where m

=

over

K. Then

L2cusp(Spn(A)) is

an

I1(Q) ~ I2(Q ~ H1) ~ ... ~ Ir+1(Q ~ Hr)
where r

=

2n.

PROOF: (1) By employing Corollary to Theorem 1.1.1 and Remark 1.2.1,
have that
... ~ Ll(Q). Then it suffices to show that L1(Q) ~ ... ~ Lm(Q) = (0).
Indeed we show that Lm(Q) = (0). First we note that O( Q)(A) embeds as
closed subset of Mmn(A) (for n? m ) via O(Q)(A)
a
we

L2cusp = R1(Q) ~ ... Rl(Q) ~ L1(Q) ~ L2(Q) ~

~ {(B 0)|B ~ O(Q)(A)} ~ Mmn(A).
surjective.
C~c(Mmn(A)) ~ C~c(O(Q)(A))

Moreover the restriction map

is
Then we note that every
function in C~c(O(Q)(K)BNO(Q)(A)) is obtained by averaging a function
in C~c(O(Q)(A)), i.e., H ~ C~c(O(Q)(K)BO(Q)(A)) has thé form
03A303B3~O(Q)(K)~(03B3 · x), x ~ O(Q)(A) and ~ E C~c(O(Q)(A)).
has the property that f|H&#x3E;O(Q)(A) ~ 0.
Thus, if f in
for a dense set of H above, then f ~ 0.
Then if ~ E S[Mmn(A)], we deduce easily that

L2cusp(O(Q)(A))

where ~Q=

[Q 0].

But

we

note

that

{03BE ~ Mmn(K)|03BEtQ03BE = ~Q} =

But we know that S[Mmn(A)] contains Scomp(Mmn(K~)) ~
S[Mmn(A fin)] (see §0(V)), which is dense in C~c(Mmn(A)), and the image
of S [ M,,,,, (K.)] 0 S[Mmn(A (via restriction) in Ç’ (O(Q)(A» is dense
in C~c(O(Q)(A)). Hence if f ~ Lm(Q), then f|03B8Pn,~Q~(G,
)&#x3E;O(Q)(A) ~ 0
for all cp E S[Mmn(A)]; this implies by the comments above that f ~ 0.
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(2) We apply a similar argument as above. First we note that Spn(A)
embeds as a closed subset of M03BBn(A) (with 03BB 203BC 4n, where tt Witt
=

index of

Q)

Spn(A) ~ {[03A9-1G03A9(Xn) 0]} |G ~ Spn(A) }

via

In

Xn = 2.0

(see 11.1). Then if ~ ~ S[M03BBn(A)],

we

~ M03BBn(A), with

deduce that the Fourier

In
in the direction of the central
skew symmetric matrix} of the
s))|s
in O(Q)(A) relative to the skew symmetric matrix

coefficient

{03BC((0,

of 0,
a

Il X jn

subgroup Z03BC(s) =
unipotent radical fi,

0 In

A = [- In 0 0
0

is

0

given by

where 03C0l( ) operates linearly on S[M2rn(A)] (see §0(VII)).
Thus following the same reasoning as in case (1), we deduce that if
f* ~ I(Q E9 Hr-1) (where r 2n ),
g)&#x3E;Spn(A) = 0 for all
= 0.
E
Q.E.D.
cp
S[M03BBn(A)]; thus f*

then f*|03B8Z03BC,A~(G,

REMARK 1.2.2: We have shown that in (1) Lt(Q) {0} if t à m and in
I(Q E9 77,)= {0} if r 2n.
Then for a fixed cuspidal representation 03C0 occurring in
=

(2)

L2cusp(O(Q)(A)),

we

consider the

subspace

Here (qT) denotes the
transforms according to

isotypic component in L2cusp(O(Q)(A)) which
(here the multiplicity of ir in (03C0) is finite!).

03C0
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Similarly

for

Then

have two

we

COROLLARY 1

a

TO

cuspidal representation

elementary

a

in

L2cusp(Spn(A)),

we

let

consequences of the above Theorem.

THEOREM 1.2.1:

(1) If 7r occurs in R, (Q), then W, (77) n L2cusp(Spl(A)) ~ (0).
(2) (Q anisotropic)
If a occurs in Ir(Q ~ Hr-1), then 86’Q+r-l(a) n L2cusp(O(Q ~ Hr-1)(A))
=A 0. We note that if r
1, then L2cusp(O(Q)(A)) must be replaced by
L2(O( Q)(A)) except if dim Q &#x3E; 2 n + 2. In the latter case, we use Siegel’s
formula to deduce that
=

COROLLARY 2

TO

THEOREM 1.2.1:

If Q

is

a

split

2-dimensional form

over

K, then I(Q) = {0}.
PROOF : We

But

using

use

the

the

same

argument

linearizing property

as

of

in Theorem 1.2.1 and

FT,

we

see

that

have

where Spn-1(K) X Unn-1(K) stabilizes eo (1 0 ... 0) (see §0(IX)).
But then we note that if f is a cusp form on Spn(A), it is easy to see
Q.E.D.
that f is perpendicular to both terms in the series above for 0, .
=

Then

we can

Conjecture :
(1) There

is

state the
a

global

Howe

duality conjecture.

unique cuspidal representation 03B2l(03C0) occurring

in
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that Al(03C0) ~ L2cusp(Spl (A)) is a nonzero multiple of P,(7).
03B2l (17) defines an injective correspondence from cuspidal
representations occurring in the space R, (Q) to cuspidal representations in

cusp(Sp, (A))

so

Then the map

’TT

L2cusp(Spl(A)).
REMARK 1.2.3 : We can state a similar conj ecture about the space BQ+r(03C3 ).
On the other hand we can actually coiisider a more general (albeit less
interesting) conjecture than the duality conjecture. Indeed we look at all
7r in
0. Then there
which satisfy Ar(03C0) ~
in
an
irreducible
such
exists a unique 03B2r*(03C0),
component
Moreover
~
is
a
nonzero
of
the
multiple 03B2*r(03C0).
that Ar(03C0)
from
the
’lT
an
cuspidal representations
map
03B2*r( 03C0) is injective mapping
7T having the nonvanishing property above to cuspidal representations in

L2cusp(O(Q)(A))

L2cusp(Spr(A)) ~
L2cusp(Spr(A))

L2cusp(Spr(A))

L2cusp(Spr(A)).

Then we can reduce the global Howe conjecture to the similar
for the local case. Indeed we have the following Theorem.

problem

THEOREM 1.2.2: The global Howe duality conjecture is implied by the local
Howe duality conjecture for every prime v in K.
Fix a local Weil representation 03C0Ql of the dual pair Sp, (K,,) x O(Qv) on
S 1 Mm n (Kv)]. Then if w, 0,, and Q2 are unitary irreducible representations of
O(Qv) and SPn(Kv), we have that

implies 03C31 ~ 03C32. Similarly if 03BC1 and IL2 and
representations of Spn(Kv) and O(Qv), then

pare

unitary irreducible

=
1l2. (Here the intertwining space is all intertwining maps
in the smooth category of representations of the associated groups (with
continuity assumptions at the Archimedean primes) and equivalence of
irreducibles is understood as equivalence in the admissible category (see

implies that 03BC1

§0).)

03C0 ~ L2cusp(O(Q)(A))

that Al(03C0) ~ L2cusp(A)) ~ 0.
L2cusp(Spl(A)) such that

so
PROOF : We fix
Then there exists a cuspidal representation p in
the O(Q)(A)
Spl(A) invariant bilinear form on
defined by

S[Mml(K) ~ (03C0 ~ 03C1)
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(03C1 = {f|f ~ 03C1} = , the contragredient module to p ) is nonzero. This then
determines for each v, a prime in K, a nonzero O( Q l’) Sp, (Kv) invariant
bilinear form on the local space S[Mml(Kv)] Or,, 0 PU. That is, we can
embed S[Mml(Kv)] ~ 03C0v v into S[Mml(A)] ~ 03C0 ~ in an O(Ql’)X

Spl(Kv) equivariant manner by sending ~v 0 el, 0 hv (~v ~ 03C8) ~(ev ~
e) ~ (hv ~ h), where 03C8, e, h are certain fixed elements in the restricted
products 03A0v’~vS[Mml(K’v)], ~ v’~v03C0v’, ~ v’~vv’. We then choose, 03C8, e, h
such that the bilinear form

is a nonzero form. In particular, this form then gives
form on the associated local smooth modules.
On the other hand, such a form then gives rise to a

a nonzero

nonzero

bilinear

element in

HomO(Qv) Spl(Kl)(S[Mml(Kv)], v ~ 03C1v).

particular if Al(03C0) ~ L2cusp(Spl(A)) contains 2 inequivalent cuspidal
representations (03C11) and (03C12), then for some prime v in K we have
(03C11)v ~ (03C12)v (relative to Spl(Kv)) and HomO(Qt) Spl(Kl(S[Mmi(Kv)].
In

() v~( 03C11) v ) ~ 0
()v~(03C12)v
On the other hand, if 03C01 and 03C02 are inequivalent cuspidal representations in
such that
are nonzero
K
there
exists
a
on
so
that
of
then
cr,
prime v
multiples
(03C01)v ~ (77’2)r and
O.
HomO(Qlx Sp,( K, )
Thus the local Howe duality conjecture for every prime v in K implies
the global Howe duality conjecture.
Q. E. D.

A(03C0l) ~ L2cusp(Spl(A))

L2cusp(O(Q)(A))

(S[Mml(Kv)],(1)t ~ 03C3t) ~

we

It is also possible to refine the
have the following Corollary.

COROLLARY

TO

If, for every

for all
Sp, (Kv), then

is true

global

Howe

duality conjecture.

Indeed

THEOREM 11.2.2 ( Multiplicity Preserving):
v in K, the local Howe conjecture holds and

irreducible unitary representations 03C91 and 03C31 of O( Q v) and
both the global Howe duality conjecture and the relation

multiplicity of 77 in R,
=

are

multiplicity of /31 ( ’lT )

in A ( rr ) ~

L2cusp (SPI (A))

true.

PROOF: We fix an irreducible component [03C0] in (7r). Then we claim that
the image of [03C0 in A(03C0) ~
is Sp, (A) irreducible. If not, then there

L2cusp
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at least 2 linearly independent
invariant bilinear forms on S[Mml(A)] ~ (03C0 0 03B2l (7r».
We sketch the argument for this fact. Indeed, if the image of [03C0] in
contains 2 irreducible factors V and W, then we may
A(03C0) ~
assume that

exist, via the construction of Theorem 2.2,

O(Q)(A) X Sp,(A)

L2cusp

for

all ~ ~ S~Mmi(A)], 03C1 ~ [03C0], 03C8 ~ V, and 03C8* ~ W (where under an
Sp,(A) equivariant isomorphism between V and W, 41 and 03C8* are
equivalent). But this is a contradiction since the vectors in V fl3 W of the
form a - a* (as a varies in 03B2l(03C0)) lies in the image of [03C0].
But then we apply the arguments of §4 of [Sh] and deduce that for any
finite set S of primes in K, where S :2 Si (the set of v in K when either
one of the representations 77, and Pu does not have a fixed vector under
the standard maximal compact subgroup of O(Qv) X Spn(Kv)} U
{Archimedean primes in K}, the map
=

is factorizable. Here 03C8 = ~ v~S~v ~ (~v~S~v) (where Xv characteristic
function of a fixed lattice in Mmn(Kv)), e (~v~Sev) ~ (~v~Se*v) (where
e * is a fixed vector in 03C0v under the standard maximal compact subgroup
of Spn(Kv)), and h = ~v~Shv ~ (~v~Sh*v) (where h*v is a fixed vector
under the standard maximal compact subgroup of O(Qv)). The factorizable property follows from the local multiplicity one statement in the
hypothesis above.
But locally this implies that for at least one prime v in K that
S[Mmi(Kv)] ~ 03C0v ~ 03B2l(03C0)v has 2 linearly independent O(Qv) Spl(Kv)
invariant bilinear forms; this contradicts the hypothesis given above.
On the other hand, if [03C0]11 and [03C0]2 are disjoint irreducible components in (,r), then the images [03C0]*1 and [03C0]*2 are disjoint in A(03C0) ~
by the same reasoning as above.
We sketch the argument for this fact. Indeed the images of [03C0]1 and
determine the same irreducible subspace. Now we
17712 in W(7r) ~
=

=

L2cusp

assume

for

that

Ucu,p

ail cp E S[Mml(A)], fi E image

of

[03C0]l

in

A(03C0) ~ L2cusp, and

p,

E

[03C0]l
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(where under an O(Q)(A) equivariant isomorphism between [qT]j1 and
[03C0]2, p, and p* are equivalent). But this is a contradiction to the fact that
the space spanned by the p, - p* must lift nonzero to the image of [03C0]l!
Thus we have shown that multiplicity is preserved under the mapping
03C0 03B2l(03C0), i.e., multiplicity of 03C0 in R, multiplicity of 03B2l(03C0) in A(03C0) ~
Q.E.D.
L 2 cusp (sp, (A))!
=

REMARK 1.2.4: Assuming the analogue of the global Howe duality
and the multiplicity one statement for the pair (Ir(Hr-1),
1 and Q is the zero form, then the
we see that if n
and the lifting between
and
space I3(H2) =
determines an injective mapping from cuspidal representations of Sp1(A) to cuspidal representations of O(H2)(A). Moreover
we have that multiplicity of a cuspidal representation 03C0 in
is preserved under the lifting!
Thus the main problem of this paper is to verify the local Howe duality
conjecture and the local multiplicity one statement of the above Corollary.
We verify this conjecture in certain cases stated precisely below.
In particular, using Theorem 1.2.2, we thus can safely define a family
of correspondences 03B2l (i = 1,..., dim Q) between cuspidal representations appearing in
In
and the various
essence, the importance of this partition of the cuspidal representations
occurring in O(Q)(K)BO(Q)(A) is that for each subspace R,, the
correspondence given by the Weil representation for the dual pair
(O( Q ), Sp, ) is, in fact, well defined and determines an injective mapping.

conjecture

L2cusp(O(Hr-1)(A))),
L2cusp(Sp1(A))
L2cusp(O(H2)(A))

=

L2cusp(Sp1(A))

L2cusp(Sp1(A))

L2cusp(O(Q)(A))

L2cusp(Spl(A)).

Moreover, using Corollary to Theorem 2.2, the multiplicities are preserved under the mappings.
We, in fact, shall verify the local Howe duality conjecture and the
multiplicity one statements in the following cases.
(1) QU is compact. This has been done in [K-V] for Kv = R using
infinitesimal arguments. Moreover, if Kv is non-Archimedean, then
Qv is anisotropic in the cases (i) when m 2 and Qv is a multiple of a
4 and Q,
norm form of a quadratic extension of KU and (ii) when m
is the norm form of the unique quaternion algebra over Kv. We note
that the local duality conjecture and multiplicity one have been
demonstrated in case (i) for m 2 and all n in [As] and [H] and in
4 and n 4 in [As]. We give a proof below for the
case (ii) for m
4 and all n (see Corollary to Theorem 11.4.1). We note that
case m
these cases are fairly well known to the experts in the field, but we
give this proof because we do not find complete proofs (in full
generality) in the literature.
(2) QU an arbitrary nondegenerate form with v finite and dim Q &#x3E; 4n + 2.
(3) QU a nonquaternionic form with v finite and dim Q 4n + 2. (i.e., Qv
cannot be of the form Qv
H2 n -11 ED L where L is an anisotropic form
equivalent to the norm form of a quaternion algebra over Q , ).
=

=

=

=

=

=

=
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form with v finite and dim Q 4n.
unramified form with v finite and dim Q n + 2.
The rest of this paper is devoted to working out Cases (2) through (5)
above. The same arguments will probably extend to the real and complex
cases with some effort. Thus, for instance, we can prove the global Howe
duality conjecture and the multiplicity preserving statement in the case
where
(1) Q is the norm form of an imaginary quadratic field K over Q, the
rationals, and i 1, 2 above.
(2) Q is the norm form of a definite quaterion algebra over Q and i 1,
2, 3, and 4 above.
(3) Q any anisotropic form and 1 i ( m - 2)/4 above.
(4) Q a sum of m 8t squares over Q and 1 i m/4 and i m - 2
above.

(4) Q,
(5) Qv

a

split

=

an

=

=

=

§3.
We consider the

case

An

example:

Sp2(A)

L2cusp(Sp2(A))

and the associated

decomposition of

In this low dimensional case, it is easy to give other characterizations of
the spaces Il(Hl-1) (i = 3, 4, 5) (see [H-Ps-2] for a characterization
similar to that below). That is
(A) f ~ I4(H3) ~ I5(H4) if and only if

for all G ~

Sp2(A). Here Sp1(A) embeds into Sp2(A) via the map
x ~ (x, 1) ~ Sp1(A) Sp1(A) ~ Sp2(A), and dit is an Sp1(A) invariant
measure on SPI(K)BSPI(A).
(B) f ~ I5(H4) if and only if ~Z(K)BZ(A)f(ZG)d03BC(Z) 0 for all G E
Sp2(A). Here Z is the unipotent group given by
---

and

dp is again a Z(A) invariant measure on Z(K)BZ(A).
First, before proving (A) and (B), some comments are in order. We
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L2cusp(Sp2(A)) does not possess

note from

[Ps-2] that if the function f ~
standard Whittaker model in the sense that

for all G ~

Sp2(A),

all

À / E K’B

and U is the maximal

a

unipotent subgroup

then

for all G.

Thus,
of

as a

conclusion, all those automorphic cuspidal representations

possessing standard Whittaker models lie in the space
SP2(A)
In
particular, this means that the Saito-Kurokawa space defined
I5(H4).
in [Ps-2] lies in I5(H4). However it is also evident that the space I5(H4) is
not completely filled up by Saito-Kurokawa. Namely we recall that if Q
is any non-degenerate anisotropic form over K and if we use the
then it is clear
decomposition of L2cusp(O(Q)(A)) R1(Q) ~ R2(Q) fl3
that the image of the space R 2 ( Q ) lies in I5(H4). That is, we observe that
for cr ~ S[Mm2(A)] (relative to the dual pair O(Q)(A) and Sp2(A))
not

-

...,

But

since Q is anisotropic, the sum above is simply over the set {(0|03BE2)|03BE2
~ Mm1(K)}. Thus the lift of an element 03C8 ~ L2cusp(O(Q)(A)) (more
precisely we mean the space of the functions
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as T varies in
above) if and

for all G

O(Q)(A)

E

S[Mm2(A)]
only if

and G in

Sp1(A) and all
Sp1(A)). Thus,

and

cp

in

Sp2(A))

lies in

I5(H4) (by using (B)

S[Mm1(A)] (relative to
particular, we have that

E

the dual

pair

L " the lift of R2(Q)" ~ I5(H4)
Q

where Q varies over all inequivalent classes of quadratic forms anisotropic over K. We recall from [H-Ps-2] that (where K = Q, the rationals)
if Q is the norm form of a quaternion algebra over Q, then the lift of
R2(Q) ~ {0}. Hence we have a subspace (i.e. R2(Q)) in I5(H4) which
cannot overlap the Saito-Kurokawa space. Indeed it is easy to see that
the lift of R2(Q) will satisfy the generalized Ramanujan conjecture for
the eigenvalues of Hecke operators, whereas the Saito-Kurokawa space
clearly cannot satisfy such conditions (see [R-1]).
(A) AND (B): We recall that in general for f ~ Il(Hl-1) ~
~ I2n(H2n-1), it is necessary and sufficient that

PROOF
...

oF

for all T ~ S[M2v,n(A)] and g E O(Q)(A) (as v varies from 2 to i 2).
But unwinding the sum for 0.1 and using the linearization of the Weil
representation for Sp(A) and O(Q)(A) on S[M2v,n(A)] (see §0(VII)), we
have that
-

But then since 03C0~ linearizes the
the Sp, orbits in the space

write the above sum
is acting on
k2n ~
~ k2n, taken v times, with k2n the standard Spn module). Then
it is a matter of classifying the orbits in these cases. In particular, we let
2 and v 2 or v 3. In these cases we have
n
(i) v 2. Then the orbits have representatives which are of the followover

Spn action,

we can

M2v,n(K) (where via 77., Sp,

...

=

=

=

=

ing
(a)
(b)
(c)

types:

(0, 0)
(X, 03BBX) with X =1= 0 and À E K
(X, Y) with X and Y perpendicular to each other (relative to
the alternating form ( , ) defining Sp2) and linearly indepen-
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dent

(d) (X, Y) with X and Y having nonzero inner product and
linearly independent.
In the cases above, the isotropy groups are (a) Sp2, (b) Sp1 X U12,
(c) U22, and (d) Sp1 ~ Sp1 Spvia X ~ ( X, 1).
(ii) i, 3. Then the orbits have representative which are of the following types:
(a) (0, 0, 0)
(b) (X, 0, 0) with X ~ 0 and a possible G~3 translate of this Sp
orbit (here Gt3 is acting on the left relative to k4 ~ k4 ~ k4)
(c) (X, Y, 0) with X and Y as in case (i, c) above and a possible
=

translate of this orbit
with X and Y as in case ( i, d ) above and a possible
G 1’3 translate of this orbit
(e) (X, Y, Z) with X, Y, and Z spanning a three dimensional
space with X, Y) = 1 and X, Z&#x3E; = Y, Z&#x3E; = 0. We also
allow a possible G~3 translate of this orbit.
In these cases the isotropy groups are (a) Sp2, (b) SPI X U12, (c)
U22, (d) Sp1, and (e) Z.
Then when we take the inner product of 0, against a cusp form 03C8 on
Sp2(K)BSp2(A), we can first integrate 03C8, in particular, against

G~3

(d) (X, Y, 0)

where

Xe is

the

isotropy

group

of e, and have

Then when we consider points e where the isotropy group X03BE contains
unipotent radical (i.e., cases (a), (b), and (c) above for v 2 and 3), we
see that since 03C8 is a cusp form,
a

=

Thus since the function G 03C0~(G)FT(03C8)(03BE*) is sufficiently generic on
the coset space X03BE(A)BSp2(A) (i.e., X03BE(A)BSp2(A) is an Sp2(A) orbit
and we use simple approximation arguments given in [H-Ps-2] noting
that T is an arbitrary Schwartz-Bruhat function on the ambient space),
we deduce (A) and (B) above. We note here that
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implies

that

Il. The local

§1.

The local structure

theory

of invariant distributions associated

to the Weil

representation
We shall be concerned in (II) with local fields, which we denote by k.
We recall here the definition of the Weil representation 03C0Q of Spn X
O( Q ) given in §0(VII).
We consider the following spaces. Let PQ
{T ~ S[Mmn(k)]*|03C0Q(g)T
T for all g E O(Q)}, and let (,JQ {T ~ S[Mmn(k)]*03C0~(g)T = T for all
g E Spn}. Here S( )* the space of all linear functionals on S( ). The
space PQ is a 03C0Q(Spn) module. Then we can also regard (,JQ as an
O(Q’ ~ ( - Q’)) module (where the action of O(Q’ ~ ( - Q’)) is given via
=

=

=

=

( FT defined in §0(IX)). The problem is then to determine the structure of
p* «(VQ" resp.) as an Spn(O(Q’ ~ ( - Q’)), resp.) module. We note that pQ
is the contragredient of pQ, which is defined in the next remark.
REMARK 11.1.1: In the non-Archimedean local field case, it suffices to
determine the Jacquet modules pQ S[Mmn(k)]O(Q), wQ, S[Mmn(k)]Spn
as Sp,, or O( Q’ ~ ( - Q’)) modules.
First we must define 2 modules which are naturally associated to the
problem above.
Let VQ range of the map ç - 03C0Q(G)(~)[0] as ~ varies over all
Schwartz-Bruhat functions in S[Mmn(k)]. Then we deduce that
=

=

=

Let

of the map ~ ~ FT 03BF
Then let PQ the parabolic of

WQ’ = range

S[Mmn(k)].

=

03C0Q’+(-Q)(g)(~)[0]
O(Q’ ~ ( - Q’)) given by

for fJJ E
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where M

= [In In
ln

Then

prove the

we

. Here

- In

following

THEOREM II.1.1: Let k be

PQ

is

SPn isomorphic

to

a

VQ

WQ, is a submodule of

theorem.

non-Archimedean local field (ch(k) 0). Then
and wQ, is O( Q’ E9 ( - Q’)) isomorphic to WQI.
=

The proof of this Theorem will be given in several steps. First
define the generalized moment maps. That is, we let

we

where

and

Then

Also

note

we

we

for g E

have for H ~

Thus in any case,

Symn(k)

or

we

O(Q)

and G ~

G~n(k)

Spn,

and H E

have for any

we

G~m(k)

that

G~n(k) (Gtm(k) resp.)

orbit O in

Altm(k)

a finite number of O( Q ) X G~n(k) orbits (G~m(k) X Sp, orbits).
particular, this implies that the sets Xl(Q) {03BE ~ Mmn(k)|rank(Q(03BE))
i 1 (Xl(A) resp.) consists of a finite number of O(Q) X G~n(k) (G êm (k)

contains
In

have

=
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X
as

Spn(k) resp.) orbits.

Also

we

have

a

stratification of the space

Mmn(k)

follows:

proof goes as follows. We must show that
Kernel ( (p - 03C0Q(G)~[0]} S[Mmn(k)][O(Q)] (see 90(IV». Then we note
Mmn(k) - Xl(Q) is an open subset of Mmn(k). We are going to show that
given f ~ S[Mmn(k) - Xl(Q)] and f ~ Kernel( ... ), then there exists ~f in
S[Mmn(k)][O(Q)] such that f - ~f ~ Kernel( ... ) and support
(f - ~f) ~ Mmn(k) - Xl+1(Q). We note here that trivially
S[Mmn (k)][O(Q)] ç Kernel(... ).
Then the scheme of the
=

Then

Then

we

have the exact sequence of spaces

we can

relativize this sequence

by

the group

O( Q ) and obtain

Then the method of proof is to show that if f ~ S[Mmn(k) - Xl(Q)] and
f E Kernel(...), then T(f) ~ 0 for all O(Q) invariant distributions in
Mmn(k) - Xl(Q) supported on Xl+1(Q) - X(Q). In particular, this implies that f (modulo relativizing above) vanishes in the last step of the
exact sequence above; hence we can find a Tf E S[Mmn(k) - X, (Q)][O(Q)]
such that f - ~f has support in Mmn(k) - Xl+1(Q). It is automatic that

f - ~f ~ Kernel(... ).
Then

consider another (and finer) stratification of the space
Xl(Q) into sets Yl,t(Q) where

we

Mmn(k) -

and Yl,t = (Mmn(k) - Xl(Q)) ~ {03BE ~ Xl(Q) - Xl-1(Q)|rank(03BE) i + t 1}. Then using similar reasoning as above, we must show that if f ~ S[Yl,r
(Yl,t - Yl,0)] and f E Kernel(...), then T(f) = 0 for all O(Q) invariant
distributions T supported in Yl,t+1 - Yl,t. In particular, this again implies
that there is a function
Yl,0)][O(Q)] such that f - (Pf
has support in Y,,r - (Yl,t+1 - Yl,0).
Hence the problem reduces to showing that if f ~ S[Yl,r - (Yl,t - Yl,0)]
n Kernel( ... ), then T(f) = 0 for all O(Q) invariant distributions supported on each of the O(Q) X G~n(k) orbits ma in Yl,t+1 - Yl,t. We note
-

~f ~ S[Yl,r - (Yl,t -
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that there are a finite number of such orbits; hence each such orbit ma is a
closed subset of Y,r - (Y,t - Y,,o) and the dimension of each such orbit
ma is the same.
The proof then reduces to the following series of steps.
First we characterize the orbits in Yl,t+1 - r:,t. Indeed an orbit ma in
Yl,t+1 - Yl,twill contain a representative Xa of the form [03BE|0], where e is a
m (i + t) matrix of i + t linearly independent columns such that
Q(03BE~, 03BE~) 0 if ~ ~ 17 (03BE~ = t th column of 03BE) and Q(03BE~, e,) a,, with
03B1~ ~ 0 for 1 ~ i and a,= 0 for i + 1 ~ i + t. Then if Ma is the
subspace spanned by thei + t columns {03BEl} of e, we let O(Q)M03B1 = {g ~
O(Q)|g stabilizes the subspace M03B1}. Then we obtain a linear representation Pa: O(Q)M03B1 ~ Autk(M03B1) (relative to the choice of basis e, above).
Then the isotropy group of Xa equals
=

=

B E

G~n-(l+t)(k) and

X an

arbitrary ( n - (i + t ) )

(i + t ) matrix}.
Then we consider
define a map

W( Ma ) =

the

O(Q) orbit of e

in

Mm,l+t(k),

and

we

observe that t/; a is a surjective morphism (in the category of
of
[B-Z]). With this map, it is possible to describe all O(Q)
tspaces
invariant distributions on the orbit (2a. That is, we have the following
Lemma.
Then

we

on W(Ma), a right
LEMMA: Choose an O(Q) invariant measure
X G~n(k) relatively
invariant Haar measure du on Gtn(k), and an
invariant measure on (2a. Then relative to this data, there exists a surjective

dit,,

O(Q)

map
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such that every

where
Here

~... dR

O(Q)

is

an

invariant distribution S

arbitrary

Z03B1 = {[A 0]| A

E

distribution

on

S[O03B1]has

the form

S[Z03B1BG~n(k)].

v03B1(O(Q)M03B1), B ~ G~n-(l+t)(k), X an arbitrary

(i + t) matrix, and dr( ) is
the associated delta function

(n - (i + t))

and 0394Z03B1,

on

right invariant measure on Z03B1
(defined to satisfy dr(03BE · x) =

a

0394Z03B1(x)dr(03BE) for all x, 03BE ~ Z03B1).
PROOF: Each distribution on S[O03B1] gives rise to a distribution on
S[W(M03B1) G~n(k)] via the map 03B2 ~ f03B2. (Note the map 03B2 ~ f03B2 is constructed using [HC] and the fact that Bf.; a is a surjective mapping.) Thus it
suffices to determine the O(Q) invariant distribution S on S[W(M03B1)
G~n(k)]. However we observe that such an S must also satisfy

and g E O(Q)M’ with G1acting on the second factor in W( Ma ) X G~n(k)
by left multiplication. Thus we deduce the statement of the Lemma.

Q.E.D.
Then we let
the behavior of
an

We want to study
invariant distributions T supported on

f ~ S[Yl,r - (Yl,t - Yl,0)] ~ Kernel(...).

for all O( Q )
orbit
O(Q) X Gtn(k)
ma in Yl,t+1 - Y,".
We let A E G~n(k) and we define the map

where X is

A

an

T( f )

arbitrary

matrix in

0

A
0(f)[X|0] is a
support in the

that A(X) =
in S[Mm,l+t(k)] and fA has

Mm,l+t(k).

function

Then

we

have

set

Then we consider the moment
and we note that the differential

mapping Q : Mm,l+t(k) ~ Sym/+t(k),

dQ

of this map is submersive at all
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1 OE Mm,l+t(k), where rank(03BE)

=

i + t

(we recall that m

apply the regularity Theorem of [HC]
orbital integral map of

can

i + t ). Thus we
and deduce that there exists an

which satisfies

for all 03C8, a locally constant function on Syml+t(k). Here d T and d X are
Haar measures on Mm,, +and Syml+t(k), resp.
Then we consider the Bruhat decomposition of Sp, relative to Pn, i.e. a
decomposition of the form Sp, ~nl=0PnwlPn where
=

Then
all p, p’

we assume

E Pn .

f ~ Ker( ... ). Hence
implies that

we

have

’lTQ( pw, p’)(f )[0]

~

0 for

But this

where X, E Mml(k)(1 i n) and S E Syml(k). Then if f E S[Yl,r - ( Y,,
Yl,0)] n Kernel( ... ), we deduce from the above comments that, for all
S E Syml+t(k) and all A ~ Gtn(k),
t

-

.
whereparticular,
03A8 = 03C0Q[0
(At)]
this

Hence

function vanishes

In

W(Ma)
Then

in

M03A8[X] = 0

on

the Q

for all X E

moment of

Syml+t(k).

the

Mm,l+t(k).

we

claim that the distribution

(for fixed A E G~n(k))

O( Q )

orbit
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is

a nonzero

multiple

of

where f03B2 f restricted to ma. (See Lemma above.)
First we note that the distribution given by (*) has support in the
closure of the set {g[M03B1|0]A|g ~ O(Q)} in Yl,r - (Yl,t - Yl,0). However
we know that ma is a closed set in Y, r - (Y:,t - Y:.o). Then O03B1 n {[X|0]|X
E
Yl,0). On the other hand,
Mm,l+t(k)} is a closed subset of
we know that ma ~ {[X|0]|X ~ Mm,l+t(k)} is an orbit of O(Q) X G~l+t(k)
given by {[gM03B1A|0]|g ~ O(Q), A ~ G~l+t(k)}. Then we apply the Q
moment map to this set and observe that the set Q-1(Q(M03B1)) is a closed
subset in O03B1 ~ {[X|0] X ~ Mm,l+t(k)}; hence {[gM03B1|0] · A|g ~ O(Q)} is
closed in Yl,r - (Yl,t - Yl,0) (A, a fixed matrix in G~n(k)). Thus the
distribution ( * ) has support in {[gM03B1|0] · A|g ~ O(Q)}. Then we apply
the Lemma and deduce the above statement!
Thus we have shown that if f ~ S[Yl,r - (Yl,t - Yl,0)] ~ Kernel(...),
then T(f) ~ 0 for all O(Q) invariant distributions in Yl,r - (Yl,t - Yl,0)
supported on an O(Q) G~n(k) orbit in Yl,t+1 - Y:.t. In particular, this
implies Theorem 11.1.1.
We note that the proof for WQ, proceeds in the same manner as
above.
Q.E.D.
=

Yl,r - (Y:,t -

REMARK 11.1.1: If m &#x3E; 2 n +

[We])

to

1, then it is possible (from Proposition 6 of

describe

mappings. Indeed for each Z ~ Symn(k), there
measure d03BCZ in Q-1(Z)
{X E Mmn(k)|XtQX
Z} n {X E Mmn(k)|rank(X) n} such that the functional

in terms of the moment
exists an O(Q) invariant
=

=

=

S[Mmn(k)]. Moreover we have that
integrable function on Symn(k)

is a tempered
function M~ is
satisfies

a

(where now Mcp

is continuous and

measure

on

continuous and

integrable on Symn(k)).

Thus

we

the
and

have
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We note here that the set Q-1(Z) ~ { X|rank(X) = n} is an O( Q ) orbit,
and the orbit carries an O( Q ) invariant measure dit,. Thus if Q-1(Z) ~
{ X|rank(X) = n} = Ø, then we have M~[Z] = 0.

§2. Decomposition of pQ as a Spn
The first

problem is to study pQ as
subgroup SPn X SP, ç Sp2 n embedded

a
as

X

Spn module

module when restricted to the
follows:

The

problem first becomes a standard one in the theory of induced
representations (i.e. generalizing the Frobenius Subgroup Theorem of
finite group representation theory). Indeed we first must analyze the
double coset structure of the space

We consider first the problem over finite fields. We find a set of
representatives for the Spn X Spn orbits in Sp2n/P2n; moreover we find
the isotropy group of a fixed point in each such orbit! The arguments
here are purely of a counting nature.
Then we consider the problem over general local fields (Ch(k) = 0
and k non-Archimedean). We show that a similar parametrization as in
the finite field case is valid. Indeed we show that the problem reduces to
the finite field case.
(i) Finite field case ( k a finite field with #(k) q)
We first comment that every Spn X Sp, orbit in SP2nl P2n intersects the
=

=

P2n[0
I]P2n.
Spn Spn

open Bruhat cell
representatives of the

where

-I

X

0

In fact

we

take

orbits the elements

as

candidates for
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Then a
shows that

straightforward argument using

the Bruhat

decomposition

this fact implies that (Sp, x Spn)(Vl · P2n) r1 (SPn X
iff
Spn)(Vj · P2n) = Ø i ~ j. Then to show that the Vl form a complete set of
representatives, it suffices to determine 03A9, #((Spn X Spn)(Vl · P2n)) and
prove that
In

particular,

=

Thus it suffices to determine the isotropy group of Tl ·
But a straightforward and tedious argument shows for

P2 n in Spn X Spn .

that

where

Un
G~n-i(k)
Then

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

=

unipotent radical of the parabolic in Spn having Sp,
its Levi factor (see §0(IX)).
compute the orders of the various groups in question.
a

as

we

#(Spr) = q2r-1(q2r - 1)q2r-3(q2r-2 - 1)...q(q2 - 1)
#(G~r) = (qr - 1)(qr - q1)...(qr - qr-1)
#(Unl) = q2l(n-i)+((n-i)(n-l+1)/2)

#(Pr) = #(G~r)qr(r+1)/2.

(k)X
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Thus the

identity

we

must

show is that

However, after substituting the above information into both sides,
see

that this

where

identity

is

equivalent

we

to

(k)q = [(qn - 1)...(qn-k+1-1)]/(qk - 1) ... (q - 1) (the

coefficient).

But this

identity

is

a

special

case

of the

q-binomial

binomial
theorem: if

Pj(r, s) = (r - s)...(r - qj-1s), then

Then we let r = q2n, s = -1, and y q" in this identity to deduce the
above equality!
(ii) Local field case (Ch(k) = 0 and n non-Archimedean)
We assert that the same parametrization as given in (i) works in this
case. Namely we claim that the elements
=

form a complete set of representatives of the Sp, X Sp, orbits in SP2nl P2n.
Indeed it is clear that the orbits of these elements are disjoint. What we
must show is that every element in Sp2n/P2n is Sp, X Sp, conjugate to an
element in the open cell

For this we note that Sp2n(k) = SP2n((9k)P2n; hence it suffices to prove
the statement for an element z E Sp2n(Ok). That is, there exists 03C9 ~ Spn X
Sp, such that
w - z E

the open cell.

First we consider the surjective homomorphism Sp2n((Ok) ~ Sp2n(Fq) and
let B the inverse image of the group P2n(Fq) in Sp2n(Ok). Then we
=
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apply

(i) and

case

03C9’ · z1 ~ B[0 01I]B.
-1
1

of

SP2,, (F,,)

Spn(Ok) Spn(Ok) such that
Moreover, again using the Bruhat decomposition

find

relative to

an

element 03C9’ in

P2, (F,,), we

have w’ -z

=

where T1 ~ Sym2n(Ok).
Then we recall the décomposition (as groups)

b1[-0 I] 1 T, 1,

Thus

Hence

we

have

thus w’ - z lies in the open cell.
Thus we can now describe the restriction of p. to Spn X Spn. But, in
fact, we shall do it more generally. Namely we consider the Sp2n module
V~ = {~ : Sp2n ~ C|~ locally constant and P - G] = ~(P)~(G) for P E
P2n and G ~ Spn} where

x

([ 0 (At)-1])

= ~ ( det A) , ~ a quasicharacter on k~.

We note at this point we consider Sp, X Sp,, orbits in P2nBSp2n. It is
straightforward to verify that P2n · l (with V, V-1l(wl, wl)) is a typical
representative of an Sp,, X Sp, orbit ( w, given in the proof of Theorem
1I.1.1). The isotropy group of this element in Sp, X Sp,, is the transpose of
(Spn Spn)Vl · P2n given above ( = «R, S) 1 A e Spl(k), X, Y e G~n-1(k)}
(Unl Unl)).
Then we have the decomposition of V~ as a Sp,, X Sp,, module.
=

PROPOSITION 11.2.1: As a
series

Sp,,

X

Spn module, hx

has a

finite composition
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where

Vx.IIVx.I+11

where

(A, X) corresponds to the matrix R given above, (A0394, Y)
to the matrix S given above, and gl’ g2 E Unl.

sponds

is

SPn

X

Sp,, equivalent

to

the

compactly

induced module

corre-

REMARK 11.2.1: We note that Vx.11 is the Sp,, X Sp,, representation on the
space S[DBSpn X Spn] where D
( (A, A0394)|A E Spn}. But this latter
module is SPn X SPn equivalent to the representation of Sp,, X Sp,, on the
space S[Spn] via the action
=

REMARK 11.2.2: We note that the module hx sometimes carries a SP2,,
In particular, this is the case when ~(X)|X|-(n+1/2) is a
unitary character on k~. (Note A Idet A|2n+1 is the module of P2n.)
Thus we deduce from Remark 11.2.1 that the module V, the Hilbert
space completion of Vx is Sp, X Sp,, unitarily equivalent to the representation on L2(Spn) given by (2-A). Hence by Schur’s Lemma, we have that
the space of Sp, X Spn smooth vectors L2(Spn)~ has the multiplicity one

unitary structure.

=

property :

where â
a

=

the

contragredient

given by 03B10394(g)

We note that
above that

of a and a°

03B1(g0394) for g E Sp,.
the space Vx c L2(Spn)~,

=

the twisted

representation

of

=

and

we

has a similar multiplicity one property!
The main problem that we consider is

cannot

infer from the

the determination of
generally, HomSpn Spn(V~, 03B1 ~ 03B2). The
Homsp"xsp,,(PQ’ a
main difficulty
HomSpn Spn(V~,l/V~,i+1, 03B1 ~ 03B2) for all i
and then to patch together this information to find
HomSpn Spn(V~, 03B1 ~
/3). We note here (of course) by Schur’s Lemma that

fi) or, more
is first to find
~
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REMARK 11.2.3: For

~ 0394)

supercuspidal qr

we

have that dim

(dim HomSpn Spn(03C1Q, 03C0the~ 0394))

HomSpn Spn(V~,

03C0

equals
(equals
Jacquet functor 77U 0 for all unipotent
radicals U of a parabolic in Spn . Thus HomSpn Spn(V~,l/V~,i+1, 03C0 ~ 0394)
= 0 if i n. Then applying Proposition 11.2.1 and the above comments,
we deduce that
HomSpn Spn(V~, 03C0 ~ 0394) is exactly a one dimensional
On
the
other
hand, if there exists a nonzero Sp,, X Spn intertwining
space.
resp.). Indeed

note

we

one

that

zero

or

one

=

map of pQ to ir ~ 0394, we deduce that qT 0 0394 is, in fact, a summand of pQ;
this implies that 03C0 Q9 0394 is a summand of Vx (for ~(x) =|x|m20394(Q)|x&#x3E;).
But then we apply the above statement and deduce the above multiplicity
one

result.

§3. Local duality
The
on

problem of local duality of the Weil representation 03C0Q of Spn X O( Q )
S[Mmn(k)] is to find the relationship between « and /3 when we have

the condition that

We restate the

unitary Howe duality conjecture

follows.
1 and 2, then fil P2
If HomSpn O(Q)(S[Mmn(k)],
for
fil)
as O(Q) modules and if
HomSpn O(Q)(S[Mmn(k)], a, 0 03B3) ~ 0 for i = 1
and 2, then 03B11 ~ a2 as Spn modules. Here a, 03B2l and a,, Y are unitary
a

0

=1= 0

i

as

=

representations.
We showed in §2 that the validity of this conjecture for all local
primes implies the global Howe duality conjecture.
We are going to sketch a method of proof for this conjecture. Indeed
we shall use the methods of 11.1 and I I.2 to deduce this conjecture.
The first step is to relate the spaces HomSpn O(Q)(S[Mmn(k)], 03B1 ~ 03B2)
(which are nonzero) to the space HomSpn Spn(03C1Q, 03B1 ~ a). Indeed we have
the following Proposition.

PROPOSITION 11.3.1: There exists

an

injection of linear spaces

REMARK II.3.1: We note that if dim HomSpn Spn(03C1Q, 03C0 ~ 03C0) 1, then we
have that the first part of the unitary Howe conjecture is valid for such 77.
This is the case (using Remark 11.2.3) when qr is a supercuspidal representation of Spn. Moreover we have that such a qr is SPn equivalent to 0394.
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PROOF OF PROPOSITION 11.3.1:
We define a linear mapping from

follows.
First we have that S[Mmn(k)] ~ S[Mmn(k)] S[Mm2n(k)]. But then
we consider the (SPll X Sp,,) X (O(Q) X O(Q)) intertwinning map
as

=

where T is a nonzero element in HomSpn O(Q)(S[Mmn(k)], 03C0 ~ 03C3). Then
we take the diagonal embedding of O(Q)
O(Q) O(Q) and restrict
the representation 03C3 ~ 03C3 to this group. But we recall that a is O(Q)
equivalent to its contragredient à (see [N]); hence there exists a unique
(up to scalars) O(Q) invariant functional 03BB03C3 on a Q9 a (i.e., a O(Q)
invariant linear map 03BB03C3 of a Q9 a - C). Then we consider the composite
map Àa 0 (T ~ T); this map is an (Spn X Spn) X O(Q) intertwining map
of S[Mm2n(k)] ~ (03C0 ~ 03C0) ~ 11, 11 = the trivial representation of O( Q ).
(We note that the O(Q) action on S[Mm2n(k)] is merely the action
induced from left multiplication on Mm2n (k ).) Then we construct the
Jacquet module S[Mm2n(k)]O(Q)and hence Àa 0 r0 T induces an intertwining map Ta of pQ to qr 0 7r. (Here we use Theorem 11.1.1 relative to
the Weil representation of the pair SP2n X O(Q) on the space Mm2n(k).)
Thus we let 03A303C0 be the map 03A303C3T03C3 as a varies over all irreducible,
admissible representations of O(Q) for which HomSpn O(Q)(S[Mm2n(k)],
7T 0 03C3) ~ 0. Thus we must show that 03A303C0 is a linear injection!
We consider the adjoint of LaTa: (qr ~ 03C0)* ~ S’[Mm2n(k)] as factor-

ing through

We note here that 7T*, a*, and S[Mm2n(k)]* denote the spaces of all
linear functionals on qr, a, and S[Mm2n(k)], respectively, whereas if and à
will be the spaces of smooth functionals in 7r* and a* (i.e., those
functionals invariant under a suitable compact open subgroup).
First it is clear that ~03C3I ~ 03BB*03C3 is injective. On the other hand, we
suppose

that 03A3(T*l ~ T*l) ~ 0, Where Ti ~ HomSpn O(Q)(S[Mmn(k)], 03C0 ~
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a). This implies there exists w1 ~

~

such that

and the term on the left is nonzero in S[Mm2n(k)]*. But then it is
possible to find a compact open subgroup k in O(Q) X O(Q) such that

However it is easy to see that the
with T,* 0 T*1, and we have

But

projection operator jK d k

commutes

k · 03BB*03C3dk is the Trace form on the finite dimensional space (03C3 ~ 0’ )K.

(Note

0’

~

0’

is

admissible!)

Thus

we

have that

03A3l2l ~ l( ~ 77- ~ ~ a), where T,

lies in
smooth

1 ~ 1(( ~ ) ~ ( ~ ))

of Tl on the
contragredient if ~ a. But the representations if ~ if ~ ~ are
inequivalent (as representations of Sp,, X Spn X O(Q) X O(Q)). Hence T*1
~ Ti must be the zero map, which is impossible! Thus we have that 03A303C0 is
Q.E.D.
injective.
=

the transpose

Thus the strategy of proving the unitary Howe conjecture is to study
the space Homsp Spn(03C1Q, 03C0 ~ 03C0) for all 03C0. We must determine the
behavior of the possible intertwining operators arising from the
" boundary components" V~,l/V03BB,l+1 (i n) to 03C0 ~ 03C0. The idea is to
determine the 03C0 which satisfy HomSpn Spn(V~,l/V~,l+1, 03C0 ~ 03C0) ~ 0 and
then to determine the matrix coefficient behavior of 77.
The technical problem that must be settled first is to see how 03C1Q
embeds in Vx and relate the " boundary components" V~,l/V~,l+11 to 03C1Q.
This point can be solved, in part, from the recent work of [Gu]. Indeed
we restrict to the family of representations of the
form Vx where
in
E
unit
a
which
and
kx/(kx)2
~(x) =|x|~/2 or|x|~/2x|03B5&#x3E;, ~ an integer
satisfies x|03B5&#x3E; = (-1)ord(x). (Thus we have that
We note that X in these instances is an unramified character in k X, and
the associated series Vx is also unramified. In particular, this restricts the
type of Q we can consider:
(1) If Q direct sum of hyperbolic planes or a direct sum of hyperbolic
planes and the unique anisotropic form of degree 4, then
and PQ E Vx with ~(x) |x|m/2 ( m dimension(Q)). (We call the
former type a "split" form and the latter type a "quaternionic"

x|03B5&#x3E; = |x|03C0~-1/(log q).)

=

0394Q ~ (kx)2

=

form.)

=
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direct sum of hyperbolic planes and a multiple of the norm
form of a quadratic extension of k which, via class field theory,
corresponds to the element E above, then OQ E 03B5(kx)2 and pQ 9 V~,
with ~(x) = |x|m/2x|03B5&#x3E;. We call these f orms Q the unramified

(2) If Q

=

forms.
Then we recall the following facts about the Sp2n(k) module structure
of the Tlx.
(1) There exists an SP2n(k) invariant bilinear form on the space
(~1 ·~2)(x) = |x|2n+1 In explicit terms, the pairV~
and
given as follows:

ingVxB X where
X2

.

V~2 is

where f1 ~ V~1 and f2 E V~2.

with ta real number. Then Vx is irreducible if
if
~~
[0,2,4, ... ,2(2n + 1)]. If f= 0, 2, 4n, or 2(2 n + 1),
only
2
irreducible components; one component is the
has
then Vx
irreducible
subrepresentation and the other is the unique
unique
irreducible quotient of Vx. If ~ = 4, ... , 2(2n - 1), then Vx has 3
irreducible components. If f&#x3E; 2n + 1, th en Vx has a unique irreducible subrepresentation and the quotient of Vx by this subrepresentation splits into a direct sum of 2 irreducible components. If
~ 2 n + 1, th en Vx has 2 distinct irreducible subrepresentations
and the quotient of Vx by the sum is the unique irreducible
quotient of Vx.
(3) Let
Then Vx is irreducible if and
If
only if ~ ~ [2,4,..., 2(2n)]. ~ ~ [2,..., 2(2n)], then Vx has 3 irreducible components with the same conditions holding as in (2)!
(4) Let ~(x) = |x|~/2 and X*(x) = Ixl-t/2+(2n+1). Then HomSP2n
(Vx’ V~*) ~ 0. If either ~ 2n + 1 or ~ ~ [0, ..., 2(2n - 1)], then dim
and ~~
HomSP2n(V~, V~*) = 1. On the other hand, if ~ &#x3E; 2n + 1 note
that
[o, ... , 2(2n - 1)], then dim HomSp2n(V~, Vx*) = 2. (We
are
both
and
the same comments hold if x
multiplied by
x*
with frestricted to the range in (3) above).
With these structure Theorems concerning Vx’ we can deduce certain
information about the embedding of 03C1Q in Vx.
We deduce immediately the following Proposition.

(2)

Let
and

~(x) = |x|~/2

~(x) = |x|~/2+03C0-1/log(q/)(~ real).

|x|03C0-1/log(q)

PROPOSITION 11.3.2: Q is an unramified form of type (1) above.
(I) If ~ &#x3E; 2(2n + 1), then PQ = Vx is irreducible and 03C1Q ~ Vx*.
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(i) If t= 2(2 n + 1), then pQ, V~(Q1 unique split form of dimension 2(2n + 1)) and PQ2 is the unique irreducible submodule of Vx ( Q2 "quaternionic" form of dimension 2(2 n + 1)).
(ii) If t= 0, then the trivial representation of Sp2 n is the unique
subrepresentation 1 of Tlx.
(iii) If ~(x) lx 12n + and ~*(x) trivial, then Vxl PQ2 ~ trivial
representation and PQ2 ~ V~*/(trivial rep.).
(III) (i) If t= 2(2n), then Vx pQ, (Q1 unique split form of dimension 2(2n)) and pQ, is the unique irreducible subrepresentation
of Vx (Q2 = "quaternionic" form).
(ii) If ~ = 2, then p..Q," is the unique irreducible subrepresentation
of Vx ("Q1" = "split" form).
(iii) If x(x) = Ixl2n and X*(x) = Ixl, then Vxl PQ2 ~ 03C1"Q1" and
(II)

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

V~*/03C1"Q1" ~ PQ2.

(IV)

Let 2n + 1 ,e 2(2n) and ~(x) = |x|~/2, ~*(x) = |x|-~/2+2n+1.
Let QI and Q2 ("QI " and "Q2") be the split and quaterionic forms
of dimension ?(2(2n + 1) - tresp.). Then
(i) p..Q," and p..Q2" are irreducible submodules of Vx*. Moreover
p..Q," Il 03C1"Q2" is a maximal submodule of V~*. There is a
=

=

intertwining map from V~ onto 03C1"Q1" (03C1"Q" resp.).
pQ, are maximal submodules of V~. Moreover pQ, has
the same composition factors as either V~*/03C1"Q1" or V~*/03C1"Q2"

nonzero

(ii) pQ,

and

(PQ2 has a similar property).
PROOF: (1) is evident from fact (2) stated above.
For (II) we consider the inner product (from (1) above) of
with the constant function 1 in V~*. In particular we have

But

we

However
form if Q

know from Remark 11.1.1 that the last

we

is

03C0Q(G)(~)[0]

integral equals

also know from Remark 11.1.1 that M~[0] is a nonzero linear
split and is zero in the case that Q is quaternionic. Hence

f E pQ ( Q quaterionic) and f|1&#x3E; ~ 0 for some f ~ PQ ( Q split).
03C1Q1 = hx ( Q1 split) and pQ2 is the unique irreducible submodule of
Vx (Q2 quaterionic). Thus (II) (i) follows!
We note that (II) (ii) and (iii) follow from facts (2) and (4) given

for all
Hence

above.
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Let 03C1Q c Vx and 03C1"Q" c Vx*’ where ~ and ~* are related by
Then we restrict the SP2n invariant bilinear form on
03C1Q ~ 03C1"Q". In particular, we have that

|x|2n+1.

x. ~*(x) =

V~ ~ hxto

for ~1 ~ S[Mm~(k)], ~2 ~ S[Mm,2(2n+1)-~(k)], and ~1 ~ ~2[X|Y] =
~1[X]·~2[Y] with X ~ Mm~(k) and Y ~ Mm,2(2n+1)-~(k).
Using Weil’s criterion again, we deduce that pQ is perpendicular to
03C1"Q" if and only if Q fl3 "Q" is not a split form.
Thus
(03C1"Q2")~ ~ 03C1Q1
Here Q, and Q2 ("Ql" and "Q2" resp.) are the split and quaterionic
forms of dimension ~(2(2n + 1) - ~ resp.). (here ~ 2 n + 1).
Thus (III) (i), (ii), and (iii) follow (using fact(3) above).
Now we let X(x) = Ixlé’/2 and ~*(x) = |x|-~/2+2n+1 with l &#x3E; 2n + 1.
We first observe that 03C1"Q1" ~ 03C1"Q2". For otherwise by the above
comments
which, in turn, implies that 03C1Q1 9
(which,
from the comments above, is clearly not the case).
Then we consider the moment mappings given by "Q1" and "Q2". In
particular, it is easy to see that (the closure of range "Q1") ~ (the closure
of range "Q2") ~ Sym2n(k). Thus there exists an open GL2n(k) orbit (9
in Sym2n(k) - [(closure of range "Q1") ~ (closure of range "Q2")]. Let
~ E S[Sym2n(k)] such that has sup ort in S[O]. Then it is possible to

(03C1Q1)~ ~ 03C1"Q2", (03C1Q2)~ ~ 03C1"Q1" ((03C1"Q1")~ ~ 03C1Q2,

resp.).

03C1~"Q1"

03C1~"Q1" 03C1~"Q2"
=

find

a

function

f

in

h

such that

T ~ Sym2n(k).
Then

we

consider the inner

03C1"Q1" (i = 1, 2)

0 1 1 T]) = ~(T)

product of f~ with

an

arbitrary

for all

function in
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Both ~ and 4, have compact support; hence it is possible to switch orders
of integration above. But we have that support() does not intersect the
closure of range "Q ". Thus the last integral above vanishes for all
03C8 ~ S[Mm~(k)]. Thus f~ is perpendicular to 03C1"Q1" + 03C1"Q2". Hence we
have 03C1"Q1" + 03C1"Q2" ~ Vx*; then, applying fact (2) above and the previous
comments, we see that 03C1"Q1" + 03C1"Q2" is the maximal submodule of V~*.
But then we also have that 03C1"Q2" ~
03C1"Q1" + 03C1"Q2" and 03C1"Q1" ~
that
+
This
implies
03C1"Q1" =
03C1"Q2"
03C1"Q1" 03C1"Q2".
and 03C1"Q1" n 03C1"Q2" = {0}.
Thus we have that 03C1"Q1", 03C1"Q2" are irreducible components of Vx* and
disjoint. If now 03C1"Q1" and 03C1"Q2" are Sp2n equivalent, it follows that any
nonzero intertwining operator
from V~ to V.. must carry either onto
to
an irreducible component of
03C1"Q1" ~ 03C1"Q2"; but such a
03C1"Q1" ~ 03C1"Q2" or
if 03C1"Q1" ~ 03C1"Q2", we
Hence
to
is
component SPn equivalent 03C1"Q1" ~ 03C1"Q2".
have that there exists a nonzero intertwining operator from Vx to 03C1"Q1"
and 03C1"Q2" respectively! On the other hand, let 03C1"Q1" be not equivalent to
03C1"Q2". Then we know that the embedding of 03C1"Q1" ~ P"Q2" into V".
determines a surjection of Vx to 03C1v"Q1" ~ 03C1v"Q2". But using fact (2), we have
that Vx/(unique irreducible representation in V~) maps surjectively to
03C1v"Q1" Et) 03C1v"Q2". But the latter quotient is also a direct sum Wl Et) W2 of
irreducibles W, . Hence we have that W,’ 03C1"Q1" and Wv2 03C1"Q2". Then
using fact (3), we know that there exist 2 linearly independent intertwining operators from W, ED W2 to Wv1 ~ W2 (i.e. every such intertwining
operator has a nonzero kernel in Vx and hence its kernel contains the
unique irreducible subrepresentation of V~!).
Thus, in any case, there exists a nonzero intertwining operator from VX
to
p""Q¡" and P"Q2".
Then we also deduce that hx/(unique irreducible) ~ 03C1"Q1" ~ 03C1"Q2".
Moreover pQl and pQ2are clearly maximal submodules (since 03C1"Q1", 03C1"Q2"
are irreducible). Thus
03C1Q1 has in its composition series terms 03C1"Q1" and
the " unique irreducible" or 03C1"Q2, and the " unique irreducible". A similar
statement is valid for pQ2! Then we recall from fact (4) that there exists a
nonzero intertwining operator from
Vx. into V~. In particular, by examinvarious
for
the
the
image of this operator, we deduce
possibilities
ing
IV
Here
we
need
the
fact
that there is only one composition
(ii)!
easily
factor in Vx (V~* resp.) with a nonzero fixed vector under the maximal
Q.E.D.
compact subgroup of Spn.

(03C1Q1)~ ~

(03C1Q2)~,

(03C1Q2)~ ~

=

(03C1Q1)~

=

If Q is an unramified form (with a two-dimensional anisotropic
component), then using the same reasoning as in Proposition 11.3.2, we
can prove the following.
PROPOSITION 11.3.2’:

(I) If ~ 2(2n

+

Let Q be an unramified form of type (2) above.
1), then pQ = Vx is irreducible and 03C1Q ~ Vx*.
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(II)

and X(x) = |x|~/2x|03B5&#x3E;, x*(x) =
and Q2 ("Q," and "Q2") be the unramified forms of dimension t (dimension 2(2n + 1) - t, resp.) with
anisotropic factors the norm form NI, and 03BBNE/k, respectively
(with (ÀIE) = -1). Then
(i) 03C1"Q1" and 03C1"Q2" are irreducible submodules of V~*. Moreover
03C1"Q1" ~ p«Q2" is a maximal submodule of Vx.. There is a
Let

2n + 1

~

2(2n)

|x|-~/2+2n+1x|03B5&#x3E;. Let Q,

intertwining map of V~ onto 03C1"Q1" (03C1"Q2" resp.).
and pQ2are maximal submodules of V~. Moreover PQB has
the same composition factors as either V~*/03C1"Q1" or V~*/03C1"Q2"
(03C1Q2 has a similar property).
nonzero

(ii) 03C1Q1

PROOF: We recall that there exist 2 inequivalent unramified forms of a
fixed dimension where the two-dimensional anisotropic factor is a multiple of the norm form Nlk. Fixing these forms as Q, and Q2’ each of
dimension t, ("Q, " and "Q2", each of dimension 2(2n + 1) - t, resp.),
then we have, following the same idea as in the proof of Proposition
11.3.2, that 03C1Q1 is perpendicular to p«Q2" and PQ2 is perpendicular to 03C1"Q1"
relative to the pairing between V~ and Vx.. Then we follow the same
argument as in the proof of Proposition 11.3.2 to complete the demonstration
Q.E.D.
REMARK 11.3.2: More generally, if we assume that Q is a quadratic form
of the type Hr ~ L (with L, two-dimensional anisotropic), then we can, in
fact, show that if dim(Q) 4n + 2, then pQ V~. Indeed we note that if
{0} in V~*. In particular, this implies that there
PQ =1= Vx, then
exists a function À in V~* such that
=

(03C1Q)~ ~

03B8~(T) = 03C0Q(w(1 T))(~)(0)).

for all

~ ~ S[Mmn(k)] (hère
Q
1
0
consider the splitting S[Mmn(k)] S[M2r,n(k)] ~ S[M2,n(k)]
that 03C0Q has a tensor splitting 03C0Hr ~ 03C0L, i.e.,
=

Then

we

and recall

03C0Q(G)(~1 ~ ~2)|X| =

03C0Hr(G)~1(X) · 03C0L(G)~2(Y) for ~1 ~ S[M2r,n(k)], ~2
M2r,n(k), and Y ~ M2,n(k). Thus we have that

But this

implies

that

[ M2,n (k)],
~ SS[M2,n(k)],

~

X (=X
~
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for all 99,1 ~ S[M2r,n(k)] and cr2 E S[M2.11(k)]. But it is
0. Hence
show that we can findW2 such that
is a contradiction.

03B8~2 · 03BB ~

straightforward to

(03C1Hr)~ ~ {0}, which

§4. Local duality and multiplicity one

representation w ~ 03C9’ of Sp,, X Sp,,
of pQ. The starting point is Propositions 11.3.2 and 11.3.2’ and Remark 11.3.2. Indeed we consider the

We introduce here the notion of

occurring

as a

following cases.
(i) Q is an arbitrary form with
a boundary component if

(ii)

a

boundary component

dim

Q

4n + 2. Then

we

say

w

~ 03C9’ is

for some i n (where X(x)= |x|m/20394(Q)|x&#x3E;).
Q is an unramified form with dim Q 4n. Then we say 03C9 ~ w’ is a
boundary component if
(a) HomSpnP Spn(V~*,l/V~*,l+1, 03C9 ~ 03C9’) ~ 0 for some i n (where
when dim Q 2n + 1;
X*(x) or
either
(b)
HomSpn Spn(V~,l+1, 03C9 ~ (V’) =1= 0
some i or i’ both
for
HomSpn Spn(V~*,l’/V~*,l’+1, 03C9 ~ 03C9’) ~ 0
less than n and 2 n + 1
dim Q 4n. (Here ~(x) =
and
~*(x) = |x|-(m/2)+2n+10394(Q)|x&#x3E;.) More|x|m/20394(Q)|x&#x3E;
over if Q is split and dim Q
4n, then we require only the first
condition in (b) (see Proposition 11.3.2).

|x|-(m/2)+2n+10394(Q)|x&#x3E;)

=

REMARK 11.4.1: We note that if 03C91

~ 03C92 does not occur as a boundary
of
then
component 03C1Q,
HomSpn Spn(03C1Q, 03C91~) 03C92) is at most a two-dimensional space. Indeed, in case (i) and in case (ii, a) above, we deduce by
using Proposition II.3.1 that dim HomSpn Spn(03C1Q, 03C91 ~ 03C92)
dim HomSpn Spn(V~,n, 03C91 ~ tA)2) in case (i) or dim HomSpn Spn(03C1Q, 03C91 ~
03C92) dim HomSpn Spn(V~*,n, 03C91 ~ 03C92) in case (ii, a). But the latter spaces
(in both cases) are at most one dimensional. In case (ii, b), 03C1Q fits as the
center term of an exact sequence of Sp2n modules:

where E is contained in the image of an SP2n intertwining map from Vx*
and F is contained in the image of an Sp2n intertwining map from hx. If
T ~ HomSpn Spn(03C1Q, 03C91 ~ 03C92) and T does not give rise to a boundary
component for wl Q9 w2, we have that T induces an Sp,, X Sp,, intertwining
map from Vx.n or V~*,n onto w1 ~ (A)2. Thus in case (ii, b),
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we note that if Q is split and dim Q = 4n, then we have
dim HomSpn Spn(03C1Q, 03C91 ~ 03C92) 1.
Then we state the main technical Theorem which is the key step in the
local Howe duality conjecture.

Again

THEOREM 11.4.1 :

and 03C92 be irreducible

Let 03C911

and suppose w, 0 W2 is

representations of Sp,,.

Let

boundary component of pQ.
form and dim Q &#x3E; 4n + 2, then cal (W2 resp.) is nonunitarizable. If dim Q 4n + 2 and Q is not "quaternionic ", then
wl (03C92 resp.) is nonunitarizable.
(2) If Q is a split form and dim Q 2 or 4n, then 03C91 (03C92 resp.) is either
(1) If Q

a

is any

=

=

nonunitarizable
the trivial representation.
Let n 2. If Q is an unramified form and dim Q n + 2, then if
HomSpn O(Q)(S[Mmn(k)], co, 0 03C3l) ~ 0, either w, or a, is a nonunitarizable representation.
Let n 2. If Q is an unramified form and dim Q n + 2, then if
HomSpn O(Q)(S[Mmn(k)], 03C9l ~ 03C3l) =1= 0, either 03C9l is nonunitarizable
or a, is nonunitarizable or trivial.
or

(3)
(4)

=

COROLLARY TO THEOREM II.4.1:
The Howe duality conjecture (stated in

§3)

and the statement that

all 7T and w unitary irreducibles of Sp, and O(Q), respectively, hold in
the following cases:
(1) Q any form with dim Q &#x3E; 4n + 2 or with dim Q = 4n + 2 provided

for

Q is not quaternionic,
(2) Q a split form with dim Q 4n or 2,
(3) if n 2 and Q is an unramified form with dim Q n + 2.
Before starting the proof of Theorem 11.4.1, we show how to prove the
above Corollary.
First by the above Theorem and Proposition 11.3.1, we see that the
first part of the Howe duality conjecture and local multiplicity one are
=

valid in the

cases

any form with
nionic" with dim
if n 2 and Q is

(i) Q

(ii)
remaining cases
separately below.

The

Now

we

consider

4n + 2 (provided that Q is not "quater2) and
an unramified form with dim Q
n + 2.
and
in
will
the
above
be considered
(2)
(3)
Corollary

(i)

dim Q
Q 4n

+

and

above and suppose

=

(ii)

that w, ~ Q (= 1, 2)
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S[Mmn(k)] ( w, and a are unitary). Then using the same
arguments as in Proposition 11.3.1, there exist nonzero Sp,, X Sp,, intertwining operators from pQ to 03C91 0 03C91, 03C91 0 w2 and w2 /8) w2. Now if w, are
inequivalent, then either w, /8) wl or w, ~ w, (but not both) may occur as
a boundary component of
pQ. In any case, we have that 03C91 /8) w2 and, say,
not
are
boundary components; hence there exist nonzero Sp,, X
w1 ~ w1
Sp,, intertwining operators from Vx*.n into wl 0 W2 and wl /8) wl respectively. This implies by Schur’s Lemma that 03C91 ~ w2 (Sp,, equivalent).
We now digress and handle the separate cases mentioned above.
(A) The first extraordinary case for the Howe duality conjecture is
when m 4n or 2 and Q is a split form. We note that if qr is
unitary and not the trivial representation, then HomSpn Spn(03C1Q, 03C0
occurs

in

=

one-dimensional. On the other hand, if
HomSpn O(Q)(03C0Q, 1 ~ 03C3) ~ 0, then a is a uniquely determined
representation of O( Q ) with a nonzero fixed vector under the
standard maximal compact subgroup of O(Q) by Theorem 7.1 of
[H]. Moreover we note from Theorem 11.1.1 that a can be represented as a quotient of WQ- (here Q’ a split form of dimension 2n
so that Q
Q’ ~ (- Q’)). But WQ, admits at most one vector
invariant under the standard maximal compact subgroup of O( Q );
hence HomSpn O(Q)(03C0Q, 1 ~ 03C3) is at most one-dimensional! On
the other hand, using the same arguments as above, we deduce
that if
~

qr) is

at

most

=

(B)

then i7l ~ 172 (03C01, ’TT2’ and w are unitary).
We assume that Q is unramified and that dim Q = n + 2. Then
from Theorem 11.4.1, if qr gives rise to a unitary boundary component of
PQ, we see that the only unitary representation 03C3(03C0) of
O(Q) such that HomSpn O(Q)(S[Mmn(k)], 03C0 ~ 03C3(03C0)) ~ 0 must be
the trivial representation. Moreover we know that

HomSpn O(Q)(S[Mn+2,n(k)],03C0 ~ 1) ~ HomSpn(S[Mn+2,n(k)]O(Q), 7r).
But from Proposition 11.3.2, we know that S[Mn+2,n(k)]O(Q) is an
irreducible Sp,, module (here n is even). Thus, such a qr is uniquely
determined. Hence we deduce easily that local Howe duality and
multiplicity one hold in this case.
Thus, having concluded the proof of the Corollary to Theorem 11.4.1,
we start the proof of Theorem 11.4.1.
PROOF OF THEOREM 11.4.1:
The first point is to analyze the
SPn X SPn that occur in VX.II VX.I +1
consequence is the following.

possible irreducible components of
(for general ~). The first obvious
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LEMMA 11.4.1 : Assume that HomSpn Spn(V~,l/V~,l+1, 03C91 0 £A.’2) =1= 0. Then
there exists an irreducible representation 03B2 A 0 B of Sp, X GIn -1 with the
central character of B given by
=

such that (V(W2

resp.)

occurs as a

PROOF: From

Sp,,

Proposition 11.2.1,
intertwining
map:
Sp,,

X

subrepresentation of

we

have that there exists

applying the Jacquet functor relative to U," X U,",
(Sp, G~n-1) X (Sp, X G~n-l) intertwining map of

Then

we

a nonzero

get

a nonzero

X

(1)Un1 ~ (2)Unl ~ Stw[Spi] ~ {(A, B)
~-1(det A det B)|det A det B|(n+l+1)}.
Here Stw[Spl] is the twisted Sp, X Sp, representation given in Remark
11.2.1 (see (2-A)). Thus it follows that there exists a Sp, X G~n-1 irreducible representation p occurring in (1)Unt which has central character on
Then we apply the
Gtn-i given
contragredient and induction functors (see [B-Z]); we deduce that wl
embeds in ind(Sp, X G~n-l X Unl ~ SPnlp), where p is the representation
of Sp, X G~n-l obtained by applying

by 03BB · In-l ~-1(03BBn-l)|03BB|(n-l)(n+r+1).

to the representation p.
given by

Hence the central character of p

on

G~nl

is
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REMARK I I.4.2 : The proof of Lemma 11.4.1 implies that
(1)Unl has an
eigenspace under Center(G~n-l) which transforms according to the character 03BB · In-l ~-1(03BBn-l)|03BB|(n-l)(n+l+1). We recall that the simple root
system n defining SPn is given by the set {03B51 - 03B52, ..., 03B5l-1 - El, 203B5l, 03B5l+1
03B5l+2,..., 03B5n-1 - 03B5n, 03B5n - 03B51}. Moreover the root subsystem n’ defining
Spl G~n-l is given by {03B51 - 03B52,..., 03B5l-1 - 03B5l, 203B5l, 03B5l+1 - 03B5l+2,..., 03B5n-1 03B5n}. (see §0-XII). Then using §0, we deduce that for the sequence
am = 03C0m · In-l ~ Center G~n-l ( m, a large positive integer), there exist
vectors v1 ~ (1 and v2 ~ 03C91 such that
-

with v2, v1&#x3E; ~ 0. In particular, if Re( x ) &#x3E; n + i + 1, then
limm~~+|v2, 1(am)v1&#x3E;|== + 00. Furthermore if Re(~) = n + i + 1, then
|v2, 1(am)v1&#x3E;|= |v2, v1&#x3E;| ~ 0, and hence (V2’ 1(am)v1&#x3E; does not go
to zero as m - + oo . In any case (with Re(~) &#x3E; n + i + 1) by using the
Howe unitary criterion, we see that wl (and hence wl ) is either nonunitary or finite dimensional (and hence trivial, see Appendix) representation of Spn.
Then using Remark 11.4.2, we deduce (1) and (2) of Theorem 11.4.1.
Thus the remainder of this section is devoted to cases (3) and (4) of
Theorem 11.4.1.
We assume Q is unramified and dim Q 4n. Then
(a) if m 2 n + 1, we see that the possible values of i which may
contribute unitary boundary components to pQ satisfy i n - ml2
(i.e. if m 2 j, then i varies from n - j to n - 1),
(b) if 2 n + 1 m, then the possible values of i which may contribute
unitary boundary components to PQ vary from 0 to n - 1.
We examine the Howe duality conjecture in a more computational
manner than we have done above. Indeed, assuming that wembeds into
ind(Sp, X Gtn-I Unl ~ Spn|A 0 B), we try to examine the duality con=

jecture when w,is replaced by ind(Sp, X G~n-l X Unl ~ SPnlA ~ B ).
We apply the Jacquet functor to get the equivalence of
HomSpn O(Q)(S[Mmn(k)], ind(Sp, X G~n-l Unl|A ~ B) ~ a) with
HomSpl G~n-1 O(Q)(S[Mmn(k)]Unl, A ~ B 03C3).
Thus the next problem is to get explicit control of S[Mmn(k)]Unl as an
Sp, X G~n-l X O(Q) module. Indeed we are going to construct a certain
resolution of the space S[Mmn(k)]Unl.
For this computation we now assume no restriction
We consider the following induced module:

on

Q.
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where 03A3(~) denotes Y-,. Let Z, be the inducing subgroup above. Here
77Q,,(,,) is the Weil representation of Sp, X O(Q|03A3f) on the space
S[Mm-2~,l(k)].
Then we consider the linear map from S[Mmn(k)] to V~ given by

Here

we use

the

decomposition

of

M,,@, (k)

such that

Here G E Sp, X Gê and g E O( Q ). Then we note that the above map is
invariant under U,"; that is ~ - 03C0Q(u) · ~ lies in the kernel of the above
map for all u ~ U" and all T E=- S[Mmn(k)].
We consider the sequence of subspaces (with J0 = S[Mmn(k)])

for ~ = 0,..., min(n - i, m/2 - t) where t
either a 0, 2, or 4 dimensional anisotropic
under Sp, X G~n-l O( Q ). The structure of
ing Lemma.
LEMMA I I.4.2:

T~ maps J~ surjectively to v~
supported (mod Z~) functions.
PROOF: It suffices to show

as a

function of

T1

for f ~ J~ that

([T2 S) belongs
(

L

to

= dim L/2 (Q = Hr ~ L, L
form). Then J~ is invariant
J~ is clarified by the follow-

= the

subspace of Vtof compactly
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determined by its values on the set
standard maximal compact of O(Q)
and K2 is the standard maximal compact of G~n-l). We let X f be the
finite dimensional span of the functions 03C0Q(K1 X K2 )( f ). Then we apply
the above criterion to a basis of XI and thus deduce that there exist at
most a finite number of cosets of KI X K2 in G~(03A3) · (K1 X K2 ) where
T~(f) is nonvanishing. Thus T~(f) has support in a finite number of
double cosets of Z~BSpl X G~n-l X O(Q)IKI X K2 .
On the other hand, we have (by hypothesis) that for f ~ J~,
Indeed we know that T~(f) is
G~(03A3) · K1 X K2 (where K1 is the

with

Av and

(~- v)
we

Bv ~ Mv,l(k), [T’1],

(~ - v )

~ Mm-2~,l(k)

matrix. If S’ is any ~ ~ matrix

know that it is

possible

to express

S’

as

and S any invertible

having

rank ~ -

ki SI 0 k 21

v,

then

where

k, E G ê, «9, ) and S is some invertible (~ - v) (~ - v) matrix. Then in
the above identity, we let G = k2 and g g, - k, such that gî 1 - I,-, = S
and k1 ~ G~(03A3). Then we let Bv = 0, and we integrate against Av and
=

deduce that the function in

rank(S) =

f-

v.

vanishes for all

Hence if

we

([ T1], S )

(*) vanishes for all

vary v,

where

has compact support and is

we

where

deduce that the function in

rank(S)

locally

( T1], S )

(*)

~. But since this function

constant,

we

deduce the desired

property!
Thus we have shown that the map T, restricted to Y. maps Y. into v,,. If
F is any function in v., we know that F is determined by its values on a
finite number of double cosets of the form Z~BSpl X G~n-1 X
X
is an open normal subgroup of K1
X
where
K2 to be
specified below.
Indeed we know that the span XF of the functions in S[Mm-2~,l(k)]

O(Q)/1

K2

1 K2

{F(03BEv(K1 K2))(X)|X ~ Mm-2~,l(k)}
is a finite dimensional space, where e,, runs through a set of representatives of those double cosets Z~BSpl
G~n-l O(Q)/K1 K2 which
carry the support of F (mod Z~) (here e, EE G~(03A3)).
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we choose m an integer which satisfies the following conditions:
(i) XF ~ S[Mm-2~,l(k)/03C0mMm-2~,l(Ok)] ( = the subspace of functions in S[Mm-2~,l(k)] which are invariant under 03C0mMm-2~,l(Ok)
by translation),
(ii) (03C0m · Q · W ) 0 mod 03C0 for all W ~ Support(03C8) as 03C8 varies in XF,

Then

~

(iii) (1/2)03C02mQ ~ 0 mod 03C0,
(iv) XF is pointwise invariant by {03B3 ~ O(Q|03A3~)|03B3 ~ 1 mod 03C0m},
(v) F is invariant by K1 X K2 {(03B31, Y2 ) E K1 X K21y/ 1 mod 03C0m}.
Then the function F is determined by knowing the values of F(03BEv03C1J)
where 03C1j forms a set of coset representatives of K1 X K2/1 X 2.
We now choose a function f ~ Jl such that f is invariant by 1 X K2
and T~(f)(03BEv03C1j)= F(03BEv03C1j). First we let 03B2vj ~ S[Z~BSpl X G~n-l X O(Q)]
such that 03B2vj(Z~03BEv’03C1j’(1 X 2)) = 03B4vj,v’j’ (Kronecker delta function) and
03B2vj vanishes on the remaining Z~BSpl G~n-l X O(Q)IKI X K2
=

=

03B2*vj ~ S[Mm,n-l(k)]K1 restricted
K2 such tothat 03B2*v

Then we let
0 and rank(03BE) forbit of
cosets.

{03BE|03BEtQ03BE

=

in

Mm,n-l(k) is 03B2vj. (We
{03BE|03BEtQ03BE 0 and rank(03BE)
=

the

1} and 03B2*vj

vanishes

that this orbit is closed in Mm,n-l(k)1). That is, we choose 03B2*vj such that

note

t-

for all g ~ O(Q) G~n-l.
Next we choose ~vj E S[Mm,l(k)] such that

(where

XCJ is the characteristic function of

Then

we

let

on

O(Q) X G~n-1

M.@,«9,)

in

Mt,¡(k».
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We observe that

To complete the proof, it suffices to show that f is 1 X K2 invariant.
X K2 invariant by construction; hence it suffices
We know that 03B2*vj is
to show that each
is
invariant. Indeed we shall show that ~vj
~vj
is invariant by St (the element of order two in O(Q) which is trivial on
03A3~, and s~(03A3) = 03A3* and s~(03A3*) = 03A3) and the

1

1 X K2

subgroup {03B3 ~ ~|03B3 ~

I mod 03C0m}.
By the choice of St, we have that
bijectively to the integral elements in

Moreover

by

F(03BEv03C1j)

I mod 03C0m}.
Thus

we

must

03C0m}.

Using

conditions

M~,l(Ok),

[T1]

integral

elements in 03A3

03A3*. Thus

the choice of m above

that all the functions

I mod

s~ maps the

are

(condition (iv) above),
invariant

study the invarianceof T
applying §0,

by

we

have

{03B3 ~ O(Q|03A3~)|03B3 ~

under the group

{03B3 ~ Ñ~|03B3

=

Then

then

(ii)

and

(iii) above,

we see

that if X and Y

belong

to

X + ((-03BCtQ03BC/2) + 03C3)·Y -03BCtQ[T1]T2(=- M,-,, «91 ) provided
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that

[T1]

~ support(F(03BEv03C1j))

T2

condition

( i ),

we

and m is chosen

as

above. But then

by

have that

for all 03BC ~ 0 mod 03C0m.

T

We note that if

is not in

T22

the support of

does not belong to its support either (i.e., jn ’ Y
use condition (i) above).
On the other hand, if X ~ M~,l(Ok) and Y

conditions

(11)

Ti

(with

(iii).

in the above

as

Y

~ M~,l(Ok),

then

X + ((-03BCtQ03BC/2) + s)Y - 03BCtQ[T1]

in the support of

T2

reasoning

and

+ jn T1]
then
T2
lies in 03C0mMm-2~,l(Ok) and

F(03BEv03C1j),

F(03BEv03C1j)). Again

paragraph

to cover

we can

the

case

~ M~,l(Ok)

apply
when

again by

the

same

T2
T2

does

lie in the support of F(03BEv03C1j).
for the case when Y ~ M~,l(Ok), we can see trivially the
invariance of 03C0Q(03C1j)~vj under N(tt, j).
Thus we have shown that 03C0Q(03C1j)~vj is invariant
I mod 7r"’). But since
I mod 03C0m}
1 is a normal subgroup of K1, we have that ~vj is invariant
not

Finally,

under {03B3 ~ Ñ~|03B3 ~
(s~{03B3 ~ Ñ~|03B3 ~ I mod 03C0m}s~) · {03B3 ~ ~|03B3 ~

=

by K,.
Thus

for

we

have shown that

all k ~ 1 x k2

.

Thus this Lemma gives an effective resolution of S[Mmn(k)] as an
Sp, X G~n-l X O( Q ) module. Indeed for each f, we see that T~ induces a
surjective mapping of (J~)Unl to Vt. But to complete this resolution we
need the following.
We let p, min( n - i, m/2 - t ).
=

LEMMA I I.4.3 :

(J03C1l)Unl is Sp, X G~n-1 isomorphic to v03C1l.

PROOF: All that is necessary to prove is that

Kernel(T03C1l : J03C1l ~ v03C1l) ~ J03C1l[Unl].
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This

that for

means

each f ~ Ker(T03C1l : Y., - v,,)

there exists

an

integer m

0

such that

for all

for

(X |Y) ~ Wl= ( X ~ M,,,,, (k) 1 XQX

g e O(Q), z ~ G~n-l,

= [* 0]}.

that the above is

we see

But since each

equivalent

to

(for

~ = 0,...,03C1l)

for all

G ~(03A3) ·· K1
(z, g) ~~G~(03A3)
K1

for all (z, g)

X

K2

and all W
W ~~ M~,l(k)
M~,l ( k) and all

Ti
~

[T2]

Mm-2~,l(k).

We let Xf be the finite dimensional space
Then we observe that it suffices to show

spanned by 03C0Q (K1

X

K2 )( f ).

holds for all (p ~ Xf where z E G~(03A3) can be restricted to the diagonal
matrices of the form = D(03C0v1, ..., 03C0v~), and W ~ M~,l(k) and

Ti J e Mm-2~,l( k )

are

arbitrary.

2
We assume the validity of
Then we know that

(for

all

z ~

G~(03A3)

(*

and all X and

*

*)

for

integers ranging from

Y) implies that

0 to ~.
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if v~+1

...

integer M’.
sis)

VI

&#x3E;

Then

(where T,’ E

for a positive large integer Ml or Pl
M’ for some
know that for M1 v1 M’ (by induction hypothe-

Ml

we

Mm/2-1,l(k)

and WI

E

M1,l(k)) implies

that

for v~+1 v~ ··· v2 M2 (with M2 a large positive integer). Then we
repeat the same process ~ times and deduce that there exist positive

integers Ml , M2,... , Mt,
ing v~+1 v~ ... v1,

and

M~+1

such that for all

(v1,...,v~+1) satisfy-

except possibly if M1 v1 M’1, M2 v2 M’1, ... , and M~+1

M’1. For the remaining finite set of (v1, ..., v~+1)
that ~ ~ J03C1l to see that there exists m’0 such that

we use

the

v~+1
hypothesis
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Then

(*

*

choose m"0 smaller of m0 and
is valid (with m"0 replacing mo)

we

*)

=

m’0,

and

we see

easily that
Q.E.D.

have explicitly the structure of S[Mmn(k)]Unl as an Sp, x
G~n-1 O(Q) module. In particular we see from the above considerations that
Thus

we

where 03A3(~) denotes ¿t, and Q03A3(~) the contragredient of the representation of Sp, X O(Q|03A3~) on S[Mm-2~,l(k)]. On the other hand,
=

where V03A3 = {(R,
Now

we

gives rise

[R 0])|R ~ G~(03A3)} U~,n-l-~ = {[I 0]|X ~
and

the proof of Theorem 11.4.1. That is, we assume that 7T
boundary component of PQ for m = 2 j 2 n. We recall

return to

to a

from Lemma 11.4.1 that there exists an A 0 B irreducible représentation
of Sp, X G~n-l along with a surjective Sp, X G~n-l intertwining map

where B has central character
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with m’ = 4n + 2 - 2j.
Then we consider the space

(for 0 ~ Pl)

Applying the above considerations, we deduce if f= 0 then m’/2 - ( n
+ 1) = -m/2; hence 2 n + 1 = n +i + 1 with i n - 1. Thus

+ i

HomSpl G~n-l O(Q)(v0, A ~ B ~ 03C3) = {0}.
On the other hand, assuming that Hom(v,,, A ~ B 0 a) =1= 0, then there
exists a nonzero functional T on the space ()Ñ~ such that

for all

w ~

(a)Nt (with 03BB · I~ ~ Center(G~(03A3)))

and

Then we observe that f(~, i) 0 if and only if ( m - i 1)2 4( n - i ) 2.
However we observe that if m - i - 1 0, then clearly f(~, i ) 0. Thus
(M - i - 1)2 4(n - i)2 is implied by m - i - 1 2(n - i) or m + i - 1
2n. Now i n - 1 which implies that m + n - 2 2n or m n + 2.
Hence f(~, i ) 0 for all f and i provided m n + 2. If m = n + 2, then
-

f( f, i) 0 provided i n - 2 and f(~, i) = 0 for i = n - 1 (with ~ = n - i).
We recall that the simple root system II of O( Q ) is given by {03B51 03B52, ..., 03B5l - 03B5l+1,···, 03B5r-1 - 03B5r, 03B5r-1+ 03B5r} where ( m/2) - (dim of maximal anisotropic piece)/2. Moreover the subroot system II’ defining
G~(03A3) O(Q|03A3~) is given by {03B51 - 03B52,..., 03B5~-1 - 03B5~, 03B5~+1 - 03B5~+2,..., 03B5r-1
77 "’
03B5r, Er-l+ 03B5r}. Thus using §0, we deduce that for the sequence bn,
a
there
exist
vectors
ItE Center(G~(03A3)) (with m large positive integer),
=

-

=

.

v 1 E à and V2 E cr such that

Thus limm’ ~ + ~|v2, (bm’)v1&#x3E;| = +00 if m n + 2 (and for m = n + 2
with i n - 2), and v2, (bm’)v1&#x3E; does not converge to zero (as m’ ~
+ ~) when m = n + 2, i = n - 1, and f= n - i. Hence by applying the
Howe unitary criterion, à (and hence 03C3) is nonunitary if m n + 2 ( is
either nonunitary or finite dimensional if m = n + 2). But if m = n + 2
(with i = n - 1 and e= n - i), then by the Appendix we have that à is
either nonunitary or a character on O(Q). But
()Ñ~ must have an
eigenspace under Center Gê(E) (here E is one-dimensional) which is
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trivial! But

we

recall from

§95 of [0-M] that there exists

a

surjective

mapping

where O+(Q) the subgroup of O(Q) of elements having determinant
1. Hence if à is a character on O( Q ), it must be either trivial or the sgn
representation (i.e. the nontrivial character on O+(Q)BO(Q)). But we
know from the Appendix that if m = n + 2, then a must in fact be trivial !
Thus we have verified (3) and (4) of Theorem 11.4.1.
=

=

REMARK 11.4.3: We would like to point out a gap in the proof of
Proposition 2.2 of [R-1]. This was kindly pointed out to the author by S.
Kudla. It is easy to correct this gap. The error occurs in the induction
step from k - 1 to k. We note that the step n 1 is correct. However
assuming that the step n = k - 1 is true, we must show that the case n = k
is valid. That is, we start with a function f ~ S[Mmn(Qv)] which is
semi-invariant and such that 03C0Q (G)f vanishes on the characteristic variety
We want to show that 03C0Q(G) f belongs to
of ( P2 ) n (for all G ~
But
by using the resolution of S[Mmn(Qv)]Unlgiven in
S[Mmn(Qv)][Unl].
to
show
that T~(03C0Q(G)f) ~ 0 for each f. But by using the
it
suffices
11.4,
definition of T, and the fact that f is semi-invariant, it suffices to show
that
=

pn(Qv)).

for all

(G’,g) ~ S p,

X

O(Q)

and all

T1] ~ Mm-2~,l(Qv).

But

we

know

that the map (p

T~(~) is an Sp, intertwining map from S[M,,,,(U,,)] to
Now
the vanishing of 03C0Q(G)(~) on the characteristic
S[Mm-2~,l(Qv)].
variety in Mmn(Qv) (for all G ) implies the vanishing of Te(7rQ(G, g)(~))
on the characteristic variety in Mm-2~,l(Qv). By the induction hyptohesis
this implies that T,,(7rQ(G’, g)(T» vanishes on Mm-2~,l(Qv). Hence we
have the statement we want to prove.
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Appendix
1. We

now

prove certain technical statements alluded to in the text.

Every finite dimensional, irreducible, admissible representation of O(Q)
character on O(Q) if Q has positive Witt index and dim Q 3.

is

given by

a

399
PROOF: Let a be such an admissible representation. Let C commutator subgroup. Restrict
to C. Then a decomposes as a direct sum of irreducible admissible representations of C.
Choose one such a,. Let Ker(03C3l) Kernel of a,. Then Ker(03C3l) is a compact open and
4 and Witt
normal subgroup of C. Then we know that C/Center( C ) is simple (except if m
index of Q 2). Hence Ker(03C3l) · Center(C) C; so C/Ker(a/) is a finite Abelian group.
Thus a, is a character on C. But C equals its commutator group and hence a, is trivial. But
O( Q )/C is an Abelian 2 group; this implies that 03C3 is a character on O( Q ).
If m
4 and Witt index
2, then there exists a surjective homomorphism from
Sp1(k) Sp1(k) onto C. In particular, each module Q, is an irreducible representation of
Sp1(k) Sp1(k). But thus 03C3l = 1 ~ *1, where ¿JI, w i are irreducible, admissible, finite
dimensional modules of Spl(k)! But we know that Spi I is simple and Spi equals its
own commutator subgroup; thus 1, é3? are the trivial representations of Spi. Hence
trivial. Then applying the same reasoning as above, we have that a is a character on
a,
=

a

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

O(Q).

Q.E.D.

REMARK: The same arguments as above show that the only finite dimensional, admissible,
irreducible representation of Spn(k) is the trivial representation!
2. We fix a hyperbolic plane H c K "’ and consider the subgroup of O( Q ) determined by
w E O( H ) having the property that w(v+) = v_, w(v_) = v+, with Q(v+, v+) =
Q(v_, v_) = 0 and Q(v+, v_) = 1. Then we decompose the space S[Mmn(k)] relative to
{ w, 1}into 2 eigenspaces

S = S+ ~S_
where
any

S+ = {~|03C0Q(w)~ = ~}, S_ = {~|03C0Q(w)~ = -~}. Then via the restriction map to
locally closed set Z in Mmn(k), where Z is O( Q ) stable, we induce a similar splitting

R(Z) = R+(Z)~R_(Z)
where R(Z) is the subspace of C~(Z) = {locally constant functions on Z)obtained by
restriction frop1 S[Mmn(k)]. In particular, if Z is an open and dense subset, we see that
R±(Z) ~ (0)if and only if S± ~ {0}. An example of such a Z is the set {X ~ Mmn(k)|
span of columns of X determines a subspace (of dim min( m, n )) where Q is nondegenerate). Hence we see that if R_(Z) ~ {0}, then for some O(Q) orbit (2 (which is automatically closed in Mmn ( k ) by the nondegeneracy condition) C~(O) ~ (0). However we know
that a typical point X ln (0 has an isotropy group of the form O( QI ), where QI is the form Q
restricted to the Q perpendicular complement to the span of the columns of X. Then by
applying Frobenius reciprocity
=

HomO(Q1) (trivial, sgn) ~ {0}.
But this latter condition is
m

possible only

if

O(QI) = (e).

But in turn this

means

that

n.

Thus

we

have demonstrated that if

(Oblatum 27-IV-1981)
The Ohio State University
Department of Mathematics
231 West 18th Ave.
Columbus, OH 43210
USA

Hom o(Q)(,rQ, sign) * {0}, we must have that

m

n.

